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NASA SAFETY STANDARD
GUIDELINES AND ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES FOR LIMITING
ORBITAL DEBRIS
PREFACE
EFFECTIVE DATE: ALJ_ I 1995
Collision with orbital debris is a hazard of growing concern as historically accepted
practices and procedures have allowed man-made objects to accumulate in orbit. To limit
future debris generation, NASA Management Instruction (NMI) 1700.8, "Policy to Limit
Orbital Debris Generation," was issued in April of 1993. The NMI requires each program
to conduct a formal assessment of the potential to generate orbital debris. This standard
serves as a companion to NMI 1700.08 and provides each NASA program with specific
guidelines and assessment methods to assure compliance with the NMI.
Each main debris assessment issue (e.g., Post Mission Disposal) is developed in a separate
chapter. For the reader who needs just an overview of the debris issues, consult the
guideline descriptions in chapter 2.
The standard was developed jointly by the Office of Safety and Mission Assurance
(Code Q) and the Johnson Space Center Space Physics Branch. Comments, questions,
or suggestions concerning this document should be directed to Code QS.
\
'" "F_ederick D. Grego_ _, C" _
Associate Admininistrator for
Safety and Mission Assurance
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 SCOPE AND PURPOSE
This document serves as a companim to NASA Mamgemmt Instance (NMI) 1700.8, and provides
specific guidelines and methods to comply with the NASA policy to limit orbital debris generation. The
guidelines serve to help ensure that 1attach vehicles, upper stages, and payloads meet acceptable standards
for limiting orbital debris gmmation. This doctmmm shonld be used by the program manager or project
manager as the primary _ in conducting debris assessmmts. The standard establishes guideaines
and provides supporting analysis tools for:. (l) limiting the generation of orbital debris, (2) assessing the
risk of _nision with existing space debris, and (3) assessing the potenl_ of spacecr_-gcoermed debris
totm :t and for
provides formats for the debris asses.return reports. Two appendices are used to define fi-equemly used
terms andto provide summary _ information.
Another document, entitled _rence Manual for Orbital Debris _ _ provides more in-depth
background and technical infmmatim. In addition, debris assessment software is available to support the
of particul_ Smidelinm and to ¢valuate mitisation _.
1.2 OVERVIEW OF NASA MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTION 1700.8
NASA Managanmt Instruction(NM0 1700.8states "NASA's policyistocmploy designand operations
practi..ccsthatlimithegenerationoforbit_debris,consistentwithmissionrequirementsand cost-
effectivmess." The NMI requires that each program or project conduct a formal assessment for the
potm_ to _e_rat¢ orbital debm.
The debris assessment nmst address the potmtialfor orbital debris generation that results from normal
operations and malfimctica _,_diti,_ and m-orbit collisions. The assessment mast also address
provisions for posmdssi_ disposal Malfimction conditions refer to those crechl)le failure scenarios or
_con,_inrL_ that can result in the direct gmeratica of orbital debris or that can disable the spacecra_ to
preclude posmfission disposal Examples of orbital debris _ during normal operations include
items sarah as lem covcr_ shrouds, and staging compon¢_ that are released into _ m_ Anon-
orbi_ explosion is an example of debris getuwation by malfunction. Examples of debris generation by
collisions include imm_i_t_ debris generation by collisions with large objects and by loss of control of a
spacccr_ or payload as a result of impact with small debris during mission otmmions.
To satisfy the NMI, the program or project manager may need to plan for such things as:
• Depleting m-board energy sources after completim ofmi._m
• Limiting orbit lifcti_ after mission completim to 25 years or maneuvering m a _ _
• Limiting the generation of debris associaUd with normal space operations
• Limifi_ the ¢caxu_luemesof impact with exi._ing orbital debris or meCeoroi_
• Liming the risk f_an space system compmmts sarviving reentry as a result of Posanissim _
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF DEBRIS ASSESSMENTS
Each program or project should attempt to meet all pertinent guidelines. It is understood, however, that
satisfying these guidelines must be balanced with the necessity to meet mission rcquiremc_ and to control
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costs. If a gukieline cannot be met because of oyez-riding conflict with missim requireun_ts _ p__
cost impa_ t_s shm_ be _ nm=din the assessmemt with intimate and _ providecL
As a matter of Inacti_ iris desirable for the program or project to woxk with the _ of Sagety and
Missicm Asmnance during the _ process. Ideany, the program cf project should also use the
exper_ at lqASA _a_t'_. The Otfi_ _ Safety and _ _ at each _er can direct
programs/pmjeas to 8meps that mn provide assistance with debris assessme_. These _ _
_ for analyzing complex debris problems which may not be covered in the detail necessary in this
standard cr in the debris _ _.
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2. CONDUCTING THE DEBRIS ASSESSMENT: AN OVERVIEW
This section provides an overview of what should be covered by a debris assessmm_ The detai_
guiddines and evaluation methods for specific assmsment issues are presmted in chapters 3 throu_ 7.
As _equired by _ 1700.8, "Policy to Limit Orbital Debris Gene_ion," the debris assessment covers two broad
areas: the _ for generating debris during normal operations or malfunction conditions, and the potential for
generat_ debris by ¢onision with space debris (natural or human-generaxed) or orbi_ng space systems. These
two broad areas are broken down imo five issues to be addressed in the assessment:
• Debris retea_ dm_ normal _
• Ikbr_ _ byexplosk_ and_onal breakups
• Debris generazed by on-o_it conisices dm_ missic_ opemtiom
• Safe dispossl of space systems a_er mission completion
• Structu_ comtxments impacting the Earth following postmission disposal by atmospheric reentrY
T_ asses.mm_ wt_ be organized around these issues with specific guidelh_ assocW_ _ _ The
objective for each program or project is to assess whether all applicable guidelines have been met.
2.1 STRUCTURE OF THE GUIDELINES DOCUMENT
Each ofthe five assessm¢_ issues is covered by a chapter in this guidelin_ dcxaunent- Each issue is
addressed by spec_ "guide_" mtemmts. Each guidettnc stau_eat appears in a boki box at the
beginnin8 of a chapter or major section of a chapter.
After the box cant_inin_ the guidelin_ the following sections are presented:
• "Ratkmak for Cmidelinm"
• "Method to Assess Compliance with the Guidelines"
• _BriefOverview of Debris Mitigation Measures"
These sectices provide informafic_ on the rmscuing behind the geidelines, a recomme_ted _ _
assessing whether a program has met a given guideline, and what kinds of_ons in design or
procedures might be cons/de_ to bring a program w/l_ guidelines. An overview of assesmnent issues
and a.mocia_ guidel/nm is prmented in _ble 2-I.
Mitigation measerm, analysis support p_ and technical backsround are presented in more detail in
a companion docmnent, "Refcrm_ Manualfor Orbital Debxis _." Volume I ofthis document
is "Assessment of Debris Mifigaficm Procedures." Additional technical infonnaficm is presented in Volume
If, "Technical Background for Assessing Orbital Debris Risk." Each volume is organized around the
guideline areas used in this staadani.
2.2 PERFORMING DEBRIS ASSESSMENTS
Each program should address the applicable guidelin_ in each of the four areas of normal °perati°ns,
explosions or intemional breakups, debris collision, and postmissicm disposal. If atmospheric
reentry is used as the postmission disposal option (Section 6), the program should address the guideline on
reentry risk contained in Section 7. The guidance provided inthe sections titled "Methodto Assess
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Table 2.-1. Debris Assessment Issues and Corresponding Guideline Descriptions
Debris Assessment Guiddine Descr/pam Comments Chapter
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4.2
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C,ompliauc¢withtheCmidclinm"shouldbesu_cicatto carryoutthe a.mm.mumt. The models in tl_ debris
assessment software support the approach and _:huiques d_M m _ _c_ Each program is free W
usv _vo _ or modals that they f_ aro mo_ suitablo for their pa_ p_ If
_w m_mds or mod_ are _ the program should _ suc.h m_thods or mod_ in the d_ris
reporL
Two assessment reports should be completed. The first is prepared a1PDR and the second 45 days prior to
CDP,. The PDR debris assessmmt should identify debris generation issues and, where possfole, assess
those issues. The CDR assessm_ should identify, assess, and resolve aIl debris issues in detaik Chapter
8 of this doctmumt provides the specific information that should be included in a debris asses.reheat report_
Altimugh as.ses.mne_ are prepared only at PDR and prior to CDR, it is advisable for each program or
project to consider Imtmfial debris issues during concept development (Phase A) and development of
preliminary requirmm_, specifications, and designs (Phase B) to estimate and minimize potential cost
impacts.
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3. ASSESSMENT OF DEBRIS RELEASED DURING NORMAL
OPERATIONS
Debris is oflm released as an incidea_ part of nonna/ space operations; this type of debris is rcf_'r_ to as
operational debris. Since the _ can be planned, it can be dooc in a rammer that does not pose a
significant _to otherusers ofspa_. Small debris---1 mmin diama_ (about 1 rag) andlargcr forLEO,
or 5 cm (about 100 gin) and _ for GEO---is a source of cc0accm because it has mough energy to
o-_icaUy_ ano_ _ Largerd_ris mighta_Ui&wi_hoth_ _ obj_ in_
envirom_ and _ c_ of s_ondary debris _.
The probability of a collisim _ with debris released during normal _ depends mlhe
mmd_-m_d _ of thc debris ando_ kagthoftin_ i_rcmaim in ofoit. The guide]in_, tl_'_ore, limitti_
total _ o£ such debris and their ofoit _. Debris w,leased during normal _ inc_
r_a_d dns s_S _d pay_ad_ depk_ and_is._ _; _rs and
tether fragme_ le_ in orbit at ti_ end of _ arc also considered operational debris. Upper stages,
payloads, and solid rocket motor debris are not covered by these guideJin_.
GENERAL POLICY OBJECTIVE
CONTROL OF DEBRIS RELEASED DURING NORMAL OPERATIONS
NASA programs and projects will assess and limit the amount of debris released in a
planned manner during normal operations.
GUIDELINES
3-1.
3-2.
Operational debris passing through LEO: For operaftcvs leaving debns in orbits passing
through LEO, the total amount of debris of diameter 1 mm and larger released during normal
operatio_ should sati_ two conditions:
a. The total area-t/me product should be no larger than O.1 m2-yr. Tlffi arm-time produ_ is
the mm over all operational &b_ ofthe debris c_cticml area nmltiplied by the total
time spent below 2000 km altitude dining the orbit _ of each debris object.
bo Tb¢ total object-time product should b¢ no larger than 100 object-yr. The object-time
product is the sum over all opcmtiomfl debris of the total time g)cnt below 2000 km
alW_¢ during the orb_ _n¢ of ¢ffi_hdcbr_ objccL
Note: Tethers and tether fiagmmts are considered operational debris if left inthe mvimnmc_
after mission ¢ov_lcticc.
Operational debris passing through GEO: For _ leaving debris in orbits passing
within 300 km GEO altitude, debris of diameter greater than 5 cm will b¢ left in orbit only if it
has a perigee allude low _tough'tt_ a_tmosp/_'ic drag will lower fls apogee _ W beno
higher than 300 km below GEO altitude within 25 years.
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[ Rationale for Guidelines [
For guideline 3-1a, the value of 0.1 m2-yr is based onthe p_mciple that large debris :eteased during normal
shoekl represeata nar.b _Laner r_ efconism w_h other_ge objectsh_orbit _ _
operating_ testorkany, _ have hadan aver,_ __ areaof about I0 m2and
an _ _ of ease yea_ giv/ng theaverageop_-a_ng_ a 30 ma-yrarea-ti_
product. Adopting a guideline value betwem 0.I and 1.0 mZ-,yrwouldtherefi3rey/eld aprobab/fityof
,_lisim thatis -t/3O to t/3OOthe_probabiUty_byanavmge _ spa,=w_. A
value of O.1 is used based an mass mm_lef_io_. _ operatk_al debrb of ma._ 1 kg a_ larg_,
which is hrge enmgh to came complete mllisimal _,',,, ofiata_ paylgads re'upper stal_ will
have an orbit lifetime--10 years underthe 0.I m2-yr g_dine value. Ifa 1.0 m2-yr value was chosm,
such operational debris would have a lifetime of~lO0 years,and thereforea¢¢,_n_,!_ in orbit.
Cmidel_ 3-1b limits the total mnnb_ of debris objects released based m their orbit _. Based em
h xtud aad m a  abte teveaofr k ex relea debr damaS an=h=
__is<lO "°. T_gaide]/_val_oflOOobjcx_-yrw__mdcbr__
during nonna/operafiom following this _ will have probability on the order of 10"6 of _ _
pomtiany dmagia8 an aver_ operatiag_
Tethers prmeat a nmch greater n.sk to _ spacecn_ thaa would be expected fi-om their _ _
¢ams-seclimal area, a_ may have a high probability of being severed and &m left in the mvirmaamt.
Debristhat is mt mmved fima GEOaltitude by mergy losses _ fromatmospheric _ a _
requirin8 a low _ altitude, will remain in the OF_ _ for many thomands of years.
guideline 3-2 limits the _,n_l_i_ of debris at GEO _, _A__and will prevent the
developm_ ofa s/gn/fu:antdebrismvirmme_ as cunmtly ex/sts in LEO.
Method to Assess Compliance with the Guidelines
Debris Passing Through Low Earth Orbit (Guideline 3-1)
For each of the debris objects released during normal opemtkms, calculate 1he ¢ross-sectimml area and
orbit _. The total aea.6m laodnet _ 3-1a) will be
Z
aebr__arm
thaa 1 mm
(cross-secticmalarea x orbit dwell time below 2000 kin)
"Orbit dwell time below 2000 kin" is defined as the tolal time spemt by an orbiting object beLow an aRitude
of 2000 lan during its orbit lifetime. Ifthe debrh is in an orbit with apogee altitude below 2000 kin, the
orbit dwelltime equals the orbit liflailae.
The total object-time product (gu/dd/ne 3-1b) will be
Z
debm _Zer
than I mm
(orbit dwell time below 2000 ]on)
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The following procedure is used to determine orbit dwell time:
I. Determine the average cross-sectkmal area, area-to-mass ratio, and initial orbit for each debris piece
released. The _mage cross-sectimal area is the cross-sectional area averaged over aspecL For
simple omvex debris, the average cross-sectional area is 1/4 the surface area. For highly irregular
debris shapes an estimate of the average cross-sectional area may be obtained as follows: d_,_mine
the view, V, that yidds tb¢ maxinmm cross-sectional arm atui devote the crms-secti,_ area as
Amax. LetAl andA2be thecross-secticmlareasfortbetwoview/ngdkccfi(ms orthogonaltoV.
Then defme the average cross-sectional area as (Amax+Al+A2)/2. Measureallareas insquare
meters.
The area_ ratio fro"tbe debris object is the ave_Lgo __ area (m 2 ) divided by tbe
mass (kg).
The _ debris orbit is the orbit of the object releasing the debris unless the relea._ occurs with Av
greater than a few meters per second. For debris _ed with Av greater than ~10 meters per _
the inifi_ debris orbit may be significantly different from that of the object releasing _ _m. The
debris assm,mm_ sofiwar¢ can be used to calculate the _ orbit in this case.
. Calculate the orbit dwell lime for each debris piece released. _tbe procedures descnl_ed in this
section ortbe debris a,messment software maybe used. Iftbe debris assessment software is used, the
solar activity should be set to 130 solar flux units (sfu).
For each debris object:
(1) Locate tbe apogee and perigee alfittaie for the orbit in figure 3-1 for low altitude near-
circular orbits or figure 3-2 for highly ecceta_ orbits. The orbit will generaUy fall between
two area4o-mass rmio amtoers, referred to as tbe bound/rig ccmoers.
(2) For ea_ debris objectnothavingtherefezmcearea4o-massvalueofO.Olm2/k_ dividethe
boendmg vah by
100 × (tbe area4o-mass ratio for tbe debris object)
The _ a_tour values are tbe orbit lifetime cx_xmr values (figure 3-1) ar the orbit
dwell time below 2000 km contour values (figure 3-2) for the area4o-mass ratio of that
debris object.
(3) lmetpolate alczg a verticalline betwem the boundiag contour values to get tbe estimaa:d
orbit lifetime or orbit dwell time below 2000 kin.
. For guideline 3-1a, multiply each orbit lifetime or orbit dwell time below 2000 km by the cross-
sectional area for that debris object and stun the area.time product over all debris released. For
guideline 3-1b, sum the orbit lifetin_ or orbit dwell times below 2000 kin, over all debris released.
Canpm tbe sums the
The debris asscssmmt software can also be used to _ steps 1-3.
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Special Com/derafion for Tethers or Tether Fragments Left in Orbit After Completion of Mission
(Note to Guideline 3-1)
For tethers, which are small_ in two dimmskms but ordem of magnitude larger in the third _ th_
normalspace_ucuu_ thepot=eal to damaSeoperae_ spacecr_ _ mu_hrarer than_ _
expected fi',0m the tet_ mare and _o.eeetimal area. _, pmsram _ z=tlz_ m_t _
extra measu_ to mnu'ol the potential fm" damasing other syst=ms. To ii_ efis type of risk to other mers
of space, tedtem left in orbit a.t_ cempletim ofmissim or telt_ fragments creamd w'h_ meteozo_ or
orbital debris severe the tether are comidercd opcraticml debris.
To I/mit tl_ risk _ by tl_ tcflzer ddzds to cpem/ng spacccra_ the _ teth_ dcbrm Imgth
w/n bc lim/ml by _ orb/t _. The _ mint tat=/nto _ _my associz_ rod-point vchid_
a_hodtothctc_hcr. Tl_rciafionsh/pbctwczmthcm_dmuma/lowcdtcthcrdcbris Imgflt, LMAX,
LMAX [km] = 1/T[yr]
The orbit lifetime ofthe tether system wt'll be _ following the same procedure u for evaluation _
operational debris for _ 3-1. In calculat_ the area-to-mass ratio for orbit _ eslculations, the
av_a_ c_oss-s_timal area of the _ syst_ will bc the cross_ area of_ _ _
alc_its _ A T (calcula_/n step 1 below), plusthc cr_s_areaofanyattad_ rod-point
v_icl_s). The mass c_thc t_b_ sysmn wgl _]z= bc tl_ tcth_ mass, ifthc tcd_ _ _ _ _
md-po_ vchick(s), or the tether mass plus any __-_ _ vehicle(s) mass. F__d-point v_h/clc
nmss and crom-.scctional arca arc _ only ifUzc missicu plan calls fro- the tcd_ W m _
m tlz _ vchic_s). The cfFzctivc altitude for tbc systan fro"osbit lifetime calazlmims will bc tbc
altitude _thc midpoint of_c tether if it is not attached to an cud-point vehicle _ _ _ _ _
of ma._ for _=c systan iftlz tctba" tin=ins amcbat to an cud-point vehicle _ _.
The_th o_cr _ mmc caviram_ a_cr_ md o_missi_ wh_hwm_ _ _ _
t_z= fftl_ missim plan is to leave the _bcr/n thc mvinmmmt at the md __ _ _ _ _
u_=- thatis_ tobc cutaffby mmmmid _rorbitaldebrisimpactduriog_ _ _ _
plmzistomtm_tl_attbc md c_'m nmst bcoo laq_tlmn LMA X.
Tim Iczgthc_'t_z_"cutdm'i_ themissionisrelZ_ totlmprobabilityofthct_z_r_ _ To_
_ pmbabni_y _= b_g _
l°
_tbc cross-scctiomlarcaoftiw_, AT, fi-omthctcth_d/amet_ , DT, inmete_
ml ImgthL,inm_zrs:
ATfD T xL [m21
If_¢ _ _ perpmdicular to its length is not circular, _,_ an
from _ _ tcth__ro__ direction,lmax and _ _oss-sc_on
dimmsic_ Imm, _ in_ from
DT - _/lmx × 1rain [m]
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2. Calcula_ the minimm= cutting impactor diameter for meteomids or orbital debris. Thisw_
be the diametor oftbe smallest hnpacwr that can cut the tetber. Assume this diameter to be
DT / 5, unless it can be shown that either the tether design or tether materials will allow a
_ser m_mum d_me_.
3. Get tbe mvircmm_ flux, F, for tbe min/mmn cutting impactor diameter using eitber figu_ 5-2
or 5-3.
4. Calculatethepmbabilityofthetetberbeingcut, PcuT, during mission time T, measuredin
years, by
PCUT = 1- • -FATT
Tbe expected lmgth of U_ber that wR! be cut offdnfing tbe missioa, LCUT, wRI be
LCUT = PCUT x L
To satisfy guideline 3-1, L may not exceed LMA X, iftbe missinn plan is to abandon tbe tether in orbit;
LCUT may not exceed LMAX ffthemissi_pL_nistoretracttbetetberattbeendofm
Debris Passing Near Geosynchronous Altitude (Guideline 3-2)
This assessment detennin_ tbe .m_.,m perigee altit_ for a debris objeet flit is to have an apogee
altitnde atleast 300 kmbelow GEO altitude a/_er 25 years as sta_ in guideline 3-2. Forthis amlysis use
the following steps:
1. Determine the average cross-section_ area, area4o-mass ratio, and initial orbit for each debris
piece relea.u_
(SeeStepIforDebrisPassingZhroughLow _h OrbiL)
. For each debris objeet determine tbe maximum initial perigee altitude tbe object can have for
atmospheric drag to lower the apogee altitude to 300 km below GEO altitude in 25 years. Figure
3-3 may be used to determine this maxinmm perigee _, as follows:
2a. Draw a verticalineattbe_ apogeealtitudeoftbedebrisorbit.
2b. Picktbepointswhere thislineintersectsbearea-to-massratiocoatourscm citbersideof_ _-
m-mass rmiooftbedebrisobject
2c. _ _ in area-m-mass ra_io alcag _ li_ between _ points to fred tbe poet for
the arca-U>-mass ra_ for the debris object.
2&
_ _ris_ ammdc_n_s_.x_g to _is po_ is _ hi_ _,ee ammde_ _ _ _m
orbit may have if the apogee altitude is to be lowered to at least300 km below GEO altitude
within 25 years.
For example, assume the debris object has an initial apogee _. of 1,600 km _ GEO and
an area4o-mass ratio of 0.025 mZ/kg. Interpohte along a vemcal line for apogee altitude o
1,600 km above GEO between contours for 0.01 m2/kg and 0.03 m2/kg to locate the point 3/4 of
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.tl_ way ficm 0.01 to 0.03 m2/kg. This orbit Ires an initi_ apog_ altitude o£1,600 km above
GEO and an inlti_ p_ig_ altitude of 400 kin; in25 yca.rs, with area-to-mass ratio of 0.025
m2/kg, tl_ orbit wm haw an apog_ altiU_ 300 ian bck_w GEO altitu_.
To fall wiflfin guidclin_ the initi_ pmig_ _ oftl_ debris picc_ nmst bc no _ _ _
pm'ig_ altitu_ dmmmim_ by the _ p_. In tl_ mmmplc cit_ above, the
_ debrisobjectcan havean initialpe_ attitud_no hig_ _xn 400 kn_
[ Brief Summary of Debris Mitigation Measures I
Ifa program or projoct dora not _ wifldn guiddines, _ arv a ram/her of_ measu_ that may
bc _t-_n "r'nmcinch,:
o ifapprcpria_ orbit _ f_ dcbrm _=._ near tim_ ofpcak solar a_ivity.
optim can bc _ iftl= _ _art time is well _ ami f_ within two ym_ befi_
a peak in the sohr activity.
2. _ Chris in orbitswith towerperisee a_=le or _ debriswith targetarea-to-mass_
to redu= ofoit lifetime.
3. Releasingdebrismulercmditimswherelunar andmlar per_lmims will reducelifetime.
4. l-lmltin_ rdease of debm by malting design chans_ dumsh_ _ _ ar mufinin 8
debris to prevem release into the mvinmmmt.
. 'I'ae anowed lmgth oftmher debds am be maxindzed if the tether is demd_ _ __ _
atthc md ofm Ifthe tml_ is _t away fi'em the md-poig w.hidm at the md of missiou, _
eud-.poi_ vehides are treated as paykmds or uppe_ slages for disposal guidelines.
Measures to zeduee orbit _ are discmssed in "_ of Debris _ Measures,"
Volm_ I ofthe Refmm_ Manual for Orbit_l Debris _.
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4. ASSESSMENT OF DEBRIS GENERATED BY EXPLOSIONS AND
INTENTIONAL BREAKUPS
Explosions have bern the primmy contr/butor to the orbital debris mvirgaanmt. Scxne explosions have
been accidmtal with m-bcmrdmergy sources providing the energy. However, some _ breakups
have occurred as tests or as a minus of d/sposing of spacecra_
4.1 ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSIONS
Accidental explosicms of spent upper stages have been the primaxy source of debris m _. The source of
energy for these evems has bern the m-uctmal fm3ure of p_ volmnes or a fa/lure allow/rig _
hypergolic b/propellant fae_ to mix and ign/te. The Delta second stage was a source of such debris.
_ detenn/ned that the cause of the explosim was failure of the omanm bulkhead separating
the two fizel oznpcmmts. This failure allowed residual bipropelIants to comb/he, produc/_ an explosica,
the most recent af which occurred after 16 yea_ in orbiL The DeRa Project _ changed operating
procedures to veat the fnels after completion of m/ssions and no stage wh/ch has been _ _ _I_
In 1978, a Soviet EKRAN satellite in GEO experienced an explosicm, with an over-p_ _ as
the _ cause. After breakup ofthe Aria_ Spot-I third stage in Sun-synchrmous orbit, the Ariane
introduced design modifications to prevent future explosions. In cases where design and operations
m_ifi_nn_ have been made to remove stored mergy sources, a_fidentai explosions have beea prevente&
On-board energy .umrces include chemical ¢tmgy in the from of fuels and egP_ _ _ _e
safety systems, mergy in me from of_ vohmzs (as in sea_ tmteV.m and mem_ mm_
attitude ccmtrol, m"p_ systems) and kinetic mergy (as with control _ gyroscope).
GENERAL POLICY OBJECTIVE
CONTROL OF DEBRIS GENERATED BY ACCIDENTAL EXPIX)SIONS
NASA programs and projects will assess and limit the probabifity of accidental explosion
during and after completion of mission operations.
GUIDELINES
4-1. Linuting the risk to other space systems from accidental explosions during mission
operations: In developing the design ofa spacgcra_ or upper stage, each progrmn, via Eailure
modeandef_.s amlyses 0¢equiva_ analyses,win _ eiflgr thatthere mno
4_dible failure mode for _ explo_Am, ¢_ ifthere are such aredible failure _, _
limit through design or operational, procedures the probabi1_ of the occurrence of such failure
modes.
Note: As a quantitative refcrmce_ whm the probability of accidental explosi_m can be
estimmed to be less _mn 0.0001, the intern of the guidelizm has bern met-
4-2. Linuting the risk to other space sys_s from _ explosions after completion of
n_ssion operations: All c_board famrces of stored energy will be depleted when they are no
_ger _ f_ m oper__.cmor _ cr_pcml. Depleace win occur as som
as such an operation does not pose an unacceptable rLskto the payload-
4-1
Rationale for Guidelines
Cmumzingtbenotctoguidclin¢ 4-I: byk_u_tbe probability of_¢_Am,_1 ¢xp]mioukmtlmn 0.0001,
fromtl_spaccsystemwillbe_tl_,. 10"° per m, cra_xu:_'a_. An_spacccra_isa
_ of avcra_ si_ wida avcn_ mission lif_mc in _ ofoit at amaldaulc through which
_p_dcbm _ ofsizc lmm or lar_wouldpa_ ifaa _plo_a_ The awm_
probability of collision is the probability of collision averaged over tbe altitude tl_ would be covered by
tbe breakup clo_
Under guiddine 4-2, _ ,aum_ by _red em_ ia tbe amn _'eui_ sed_ as voha3e _
bipropel]mZ fiwls, _ d¢clroly_ in _ w/ll be _ by vetoing or usixq_ oI/_ depletion
procedures. In tbe pro, _ to remove emrgy .mr_ has resulted in explosims occuu_ _
from hours to yea_ a/ter mmpletim oftbe m
Method to Assess Compliance with the Guidelines [
Limiting the Probability of Accidental F_qflmion (Guideline 4-1)
wire dv spa_ _ daasn is Iz_S m_d_z_! by a failm_ mode a_d ¢ffz.:ts an:dysis _ some _luiv-_
_ima_ tbe probability of flx_ fafim modes oc4mn-ing. The r_ to _ sTm_-_ _ by an
ac_,t_t_l explosion is discussed in "Techni_ Background for Assessing Orbital Debris Risk," Volume 11
ofthe Refmme Mamml for _ Debris _.
Eliminating Stored Energy Sources (Gaideline 4-2)
During space system design and _ tbe progrmn w_l _ sourcm or potmfial scmrces of
stored mergy and develop and implmnmg a plan for elimimfin8 tbese sources at the end of m
operatims. Sating procedures to be umsidered might include
• Bum residual furls to depletion and leave fi_l liaes with valvm _
• Vmt p_ systmas
• Leave beaedes in a pennanmt disdm_ m_e
• _ nmse _ty syste_
• _ power from mntml mommt 8ymso3pes
4.2 INTENTIONAL BREAKUPS
Intmfima/breaimps have bern used to provide safe reentry of space smum_ and to ¢an_ct m-od_
tests. An _ oftbe approach takm in the evaluation for _ brealmps requires an
_ of the _ of a debm doed after breakap.
_ afl_ breakup, tbe dcbds doud exh/bits laqp_ spatial and mxqxra/_ in tbe concmwa/m
oftbe debris. For ezample, at tbe point where the breakup o_uzred tbere will be no debris at times, while
at otber times e_e debris cloud _ will be erdm of _a,, above tbe _ An operating
spacecra_ my have a small probability of colliding with tbe debris iftbe _ were to occur
randomly, but a high probability of coI5sica if it passes through a x_-gim of high density coucem_afi_
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Tbe test program can avoid having such high risk interactions by controlling tbe time oftbe test. However,
bccanse of_ maw/p_arb,_m _ occ_ W objects in o_o_ _K! _ se_ifi_y W _ _ _ _
locatim oftbe breaimp event, whether operating spacecra_ w_l pass _mugh regions ofh/gh debris density
cc_:tmtrafi_ can be determined accura_Ay only a few days before the tesL Consequently, the assessment
and ¢g3ntrol ofthJ3 ri_ mnst be _ imm_4i_t_ly befol_ the tesL
W'_hln a _ days after breakup, the debris becomes more unffom_ distr/buted with/n the cloud and the
cloud reaches a state called tbe psextdo4orus. Within a few weeks to a few months after _e test, the debris
cloud evolves to a shell configurafio_ By tbe time lixe debris cloud reaches the pseudo-_rus sta_ tbe
probabiIiXy of collision between the debris domi and other objects in space can be calculated assuming
random mcotmten. This mmm that tbe risk to other users of space can be duwactefized by quantities
such as the area-time and object-time product for the debris cloud. These quamities, which depend on the
brealmp altitude and the general characteristics of the breakup process, can be calculated early in the
development process for the testing pmgrmn.
GENERAL POLICY OBJECTIVE
CONTROL OF DEBRIS GENERATED BY INTENTIONAL BREAKUPS
NASA programs and projects will assess and limit the effect ofim.entional breakups on
other users of space.
GUIDELINES
4-3. L_m_ting the long-term risk to other space systems from plarmed tests: Planned test
explosions or intentional co_cm will be conducted at an altitude such #_ for debris
fi-agmm_ larger than 1 ram" (a) the area-time product does not exceed 0.1 m2-yr, and Co)the
object-time product does not exceed 100 object-yr. No debris larger th_ I mm will remain in
orb_ _,=thm I ymr. Thisguid¢_ is _n_r to guid¢_ 3-1for dcbmSomfficdd_'ing
normal opc_om.
-4. Limiting the short-term risk to other space systems from planned tests: _ be£ore a
planned test explosim or intentional collisim, lhe probability ofdebris largor than 1 mm fi_3m
the breakup colliding with any operating spacecr_ wm be verified to not exceed 10-6
_ afterbreakupwheathedebmcloudpresmtsregicmof highr_ forotherspace
systems.
4-5. L_miting the risk to other space systems from breakup as a planned reentry p_ : The
planned destmcticm of a structm'e as a routine rcmm7 procedur¢ will occur at an altitude no
highcr_ 90k_
I Rationale for Guidelines ]
These guidelines reflect the approach taken within the U.S. space program to limit the debris contribution
flora cn-orb/t tests. After the P-78 (SOLWIND) ASAT test, subsequent tests, such as the Delta-180, were
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_-viewod by a saf_y panel for dz_ near_ _ to _ spacccr_ (gu/dclh_ 4-4) a_ f_ _M:/r
Debris from intmi_ breaimp released under 8eideline 4-3 ofthis sectim would be no more of a
a_etribut_ tothe IreS-term growth of the orbital debris mvirmmmt than debris released ender guidelines
for mnnal cperatkms (guideline 3-1). The limit of 1 year for orbit lifetimes for debris linger than 1 nun
prevents the ac_mmdmion of debris from _ brealmps.
The risk to other use_ from _ within the debris cloud which occur immediately _ b_p
is limitedby 8nide_ 4-4 to no m_e thanthe risk rep_ by otherdebrisdeposifi_ _ _ as
re_a_ of_ debrm.
Guiddine 4-5 msmes that all debxis from planned saXellite destructm as a part of the reentry _
_ win dem-bit within a few hoers.
Method to Assess Compliance with the Guidelines I
On-Orbit Tests (Guidelines 4-3 and 4-4)
The cvaluatim pmcahuc for plannedtest bn:akupsuses guideline4-3 for ires-termplanning __,_
dining program devclopmm_ and uses guideline 4-4 for ncar4cmt plann/n8 conducted imm,..Ai,,t_ly (afcw
days)bcfo_ the trot. Tbc objectiveofthc long-tam planis to ,,-,4_ and_ _ _ ff_ _
cathc space mvi,rmmzmt in gmaal; that oftl_ near-tczm plan is to control the risk ofdama.gc to operating
The stepsfor pcrfoming the cvaluatm are
o Def_ a breakup model for the test. A brealmp model _ the debris created in the bn:aknp
proe_ inrams ofthe _ in size, re.u, area-to-massratio, znd_ impartedat
brealmp. A standazd brealmp nwdel used for debris _ evolufim mlctdafiom may be
acceptablefor a trot, _ thebreakepmodelmay reqe/retakingi_o acment spec_ ___isti_ of
the planned test. Standard breakup models or support for defining speci_ brealmp models for a given
test may be obtained from the Solar System Exploration Division at NASA John.urn Space Center.
. Caloa_ and sere the area-time and object-_e produ_ for the debris as _ by the bn_
model and the state vector at the _e ofbrealmp. This _ is _ in detail in c_ 3.
The debris _ soflwan: may bc used to calculme init_ staze vectors for the debris fi'agmmts
andez rcsuU_orbitUfctimm.Cmnpm'cthesesummedproducUwiththe_.
3. Veffy that m debris later than I hen will have an orbit lifetime _ _ 1 _.
. At the _mc of the nmr-tcan _ conductai a few days prior to dz test, use the
USSPAC_0MMAND _ set data to verify that _ after breakup no operating
_ welhaveaprobabeityof_ greaterem t0_ mpas_ e_h re_ ofh_h
d_/ty ofdebm_ger than1m_ Spccmlso_va_ u g=_uy toWn, toaaa_yze_ _m c_oud
cham_x'ist_ _ a_l_r brmlmp. F_ progran_ requiring eJ_ s_ dam o_ assmsm_
support, _ the Solar System Explorati_ Division at NASA Johnson Space Cec_r.
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PlannedDestruction as a Reentry Procedure (Guideline 4-5)
If the guideline for the breakup altitude of 90 km or below is followed, no _,la_:_l _ is required.
Iffl_ breakup altiUu_ is above 90 fan, the disposal procedure is treated as if it were a _ b_ _ _
assessm¢_ procedure for c_-orbit tests is followed.
[ Brief Summary of Debris Mitigation Measures [
To low_ the risk _ wilh _-orbit tests:
l. Low_thealtimdeatwhich_obroah_occars. This is by far t_ most efl_'dve _ for redaciag
both the near-ram and long-term risk U) other us_ of space.
2. Lower (i_ perig_ altitu_ of_ orbit of the t_'t vddd_(s).
3. Adjust the time for _ a trot by a fc_v mim_ to allow spacecraft or large debris m move
away fi_m regicos of high flux ccmceaUafic_
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S. ASSESSMENT OF DEBRIS GENERATED BY ON-ORBIT
COLLISIONS
This _ covers debris ge_zation by random ea-orbit cx_lisim dm_ mission _. This
inchutes both the direct gmetaticm of dobfis by collision between the space vehicle and anoflgr _ obj_
in orbit and the indir_ or _ generation of dobris whm collision with small dvbris damages the
vehi_ to p_-_ i_ dis_ _ tl_ mdofm operations, and mak_ it more l_ly that the vehicle
win be fragnmted in a mbsequmt conision with another large object in orbit.
While it remaim inta_ a _ or upper stage _ a smaIl collisi_ risk to other _ _ _;
however, race it is _ by mllisim, the conisim fi'agnmts In.Sent a risk to other _ _ _
orders ofmagnimde _. Be_m¢ ofthe larBe mnisi_ wiocixies, a debrb object mnc.hsman_ than _
spacccr_ will came fi'at_emafion (refccrcd to as _c ¢onision). For proposes of evaluation,
debris of dimneter 10 an and larger will be assun_ to cause such catastrophic _
Catastrophic colliskm during mi_/cm operations represents a direct source of debris, and the probability of
this occutfin8 is addressed by guideline 5-1. However, if a spacecraft:or upper stage fails to perform
posmfission disposal it _ a potmtial som'ce of debris becanse a structnre that is abandoned in orbit
may subsequently experimoe caZastrophic breaimp. The probability of su_ an event occurring as a result
of damaging impact with ¢,_11 debris is addrmsed by guideline 5-2.
GENERAL POLICY OBJECTIVE
LIMIT THE GENERATION OF ORBITAL DEBRIS FROM
ON-ORBIT COLLISIONS
NASA programs and projects will _ and limit the probability of operating space
systems becoming a source of debris by collisions with man-made debris or meteoroids.
GUIDELINES
5-1.
5-2.
Collision with large objects tbwing m_on operations: In developing the de(_ and ndssica
profile for a spacea_ or upper stage, a program should estimate and evaluate the probability
of withanoe obje 
Note: As a quanfilafive refermoe, whm the probability ofcolli_icm with large objects is ¢mthe
order of or less than 0.001, the intmt ofthe guideline has bern met. Fro- progr, am using
tethzn, effi tether itse,tf need not be mmideted when mimating the ¢o_ probab_ _
targeobjem.
Collision w_th small debris during m_on operations: In developing the des_ of a
spacecr_ or upper stage, a program should estinu_ and limit the probability of collisions
with smaU dobris of s_ze _ to came lcm ofcouuol to prcv¢_ posUnissm _.
Note: As a _ _ whm tl_ prob_iliW of _llisiou wi_ dcbm leadi_ to loss
of control or inability to conduct postmi.udcm dispo_ b m the order of 0.01 or lem, the intent
of the guidetiae has been met.
5-I
Rationale for Guidelines
Cmidcli_ 5-1 limim the ammmt of debris that will bc cxm/_ by _llhfiom _ _ o¢ upp_
inLEO orOTO _ :nmr_ orbiOandotha"b,,gcobjc=tsia orb_ By k_viag _
probability of collis_ _ a spaco:r_ m"upper sta_ and othm"iav_ obj_ts to Ires than 0._ 1, _
avera_ probability ofan _ _collidi_ with collision fiagmmts larger than 1 mm from
thaZ _oruppm'sta_will bc lamthan 10"6 pm'"avcm_ _. Anavm'agc _ is a
spacecr_ of average si_ with average mission _ in circular orblt az an a/tim_ through _ _
_ from such a collis/oa would pass ifthe coUis/on occurred. The avcrasc coll/sicm probab/lity is
the probabil/ty ofcoll/s/on averaged over the altitude _h_t would be covered bythc breakup cloud.
Cndddi_ 5-2 limits the probabiliW of spacecr_ and upper stat_ being disabl_l and I_ m _ _ _ _
of mission, which would _ to the long-tram growth of the orbital d_ris mvironm_ by subsequent
coUisional f_nmmt_m.
Method to Assess Compliance with the Guidelines [
Collkions with Large Objects During Mission Operatiom (Guideline 5-1)
For _ in or pauing through low Eaxth orbit (LEO), the probability of a space _ bein8 hit by an
st_xct_ or large debris object during its mission li_ P, canbc approximated by
PffiPxAxT (5-I)
where
F _.
A=
T=
axm-seaimal area flux for the orbita/debris mvircemc_ takm flora figure 5-1
average cross-sectional area for the space system in m2
mission duratim in yean
Thcorbital debris flux is takm to bc 0 foralfitud_ abov_ 2000 kin. The flux for meteoroids 10emin
diameter or larger is negl/giblc and can be ignorc_
For a c/rcular mission orbit the debris flux is takm from figure 5-1 at the mission orbit a/titude.
Foran cx:cc:mi¢ miuioa orb/t, break the orbit into altflade intervals inch that the debris flux does net vary
bymorethaaa fact_of 2ov_any_ Weightthe flux in each alt/tudeinterv_ takenfromfigure 5-
1, by the _ offim_ sprat bytiw vehi_ in th_ alfitu_ interval to yield a timo-_ dcbm flux.
TI_ frac_km oftimc sp_ in an alfilz_ iutm,val is approxima_ by thc rmio of_ _ _ _
imm'v_ to the _ bet'w_l_ apol_ and pmig_ a.lt/Im_ ofthc orbit. For o::cemric orbits, F istl_
sum of_ _n,_,_d debris/k,xm. TI_ d_bris _ ruff'win my bc used for a umrc cxac_
¢_lculafion of P _ fro"an exact calctdaficm of fiactica of time spent in an altitude _
The average cross-secti_mal area is the cmu-sectimal area aventsed ove_ aspect. Fe_ a simple _
spa_ system, iris 1/4 the mrface are_ Asimplecoavex_bodywithsolarpandwinss maybe
Ssvm an average cross-sectimal area that is 1/4 the surface area of the spacecraft body plus solar panels.
* The exact cxprcss/m for this probab/l/ty is P=l-e -FAT , which is approx/mated by Eqn.
5-I when the product FxAxT is less than 0.I
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For highly irregular spacecra_ shapm, an estimate of the average cross _--se_mml area may be obtained as
follows: determine'the view, V, tha_ yields the maximum cross-sectional area and dox_ the cross-
sectional area as Amax. Let A1 and A2 be the cross-se_onal areas for the two viewing dimcticos
orthog¢_i to V. Thea define the average cross-sectional area as (Amax + A1 +A2 ) / 2.
For systems in or passing fimmgh geo_ywJmmom orbit (GEO), no assessnumt is required for collision
with intact objects or lar_ debris. Collisicas between operating spacecra_ will be avoided by preventing
radio fi'equemcy _ between satellites, which follows the historical practice for controlling
operating space_-_ in GEO. The population of large debris objects in GEO is thought to present
neg_'ble riskto opem_ space,r_ andcanbeignored-
Collisions with Small Debris During Mission Operations (Guideline 5-2)
Impact with snmil (_ to centimeter or milligram to gram) meteoroids or debris can cause
considerable damage because the impacts usually occur at high velocity (-10 km/sec for debris,-17
km/sec for metmroids). An obvious failure mode caused by debris or meteoroid impact is for the impact to
puncture ahole in some fluid container, causing leakage. However, many failure modes are not so obvious.
For example, the shock pressures prodnced by an impact ¢m the wall of a pressurized tank can damage the
tank wall and cause the tank to rupture even though the impactor may not be large enough to punctam the
waiL Some electrical cmnpmm_ failures have been suspected to have been caused by debris kopacts, either
directly by severing wires c¢ _ by causing electrical compm3m_ to short circuit when exposed to
melted alumimma ejecta or the plasma cloud gene_,_ by a nearby hypervelocity impact
The following evaluaticm, process is used to _de_'__re'mine whether damaging impacts with m_r_H_ _
reasonably prevem_ successful _ disposal The procedure estimates the probability that meteoroid
m- orbital debris impacts w_l cause ccmpmmm _ to tmsunission disposal to fail. Ifthis estimate
shows that lhere is a significant pmbabRity of failure, a fidl penetration analysis should be cmuiacted to
8uide any redesign _ to validate any shielding design. The procedure outlined below should not be used to
designshielding.
To estimate the probability that impacts with small meteoroids or orbital debris will prevent postmission
disposal:
]. _z_fy the _ criti_ forpomnmicadispo_ ande_esurfaceinthe _ that, when
damaged by impact, will mnse the _ to fail. This surface is termed the "critical surface".
Examples of critical compcme_ include propellant lines and propellant tanks, el_m_ of the attitude
control system and down-link _co,,,_,___,_cm system, _ and criticalpower lines.
The ¢a-ifical surface for a critical component depends on the type of fititure for that _ For
examp_, theexUureofanunpressurt_propenanttm_ mig_ onlyn_xdtfzomf_Upmmmim ofthe
tank wall; in this case the critical surface would be the interior surface ff_ _ _ _ _ _
waU itseff may be treated as part ofthe material shielding the surface fi_n the _ However,
a _ tank may fml fi_m an impact-induced surface flaw o_ pressure shock ¢mthe _
surface ofthe pressure wa_ in this case the critical suffa_ would be the _ surface ofthe _
wall The inner mrface of an elecUmim box would be the critical surface for most electmmc _.
2. Cal_la_ _az_at-risk_ ar_ f_rfl_¢_tical_ ofeachczilical_ Ai •
To calculate the at-risk area for a critical surface first determine those parts ofthe critical surface that
will be the prcdominam conUibutor to failure. Those willbe the parts most exposed to space, and
may be consider_ in two cases. Iu the case where the critical surface is equally protected by other
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..
_ _nponmm no part af_ mrfa_ is _ major con_bu_ and _I_ at-r/sk _ _ _ _
ar_ ofd_ _'_6_ sm'fa_. In tl_ case wh_ u pare ofthc cr/fical surfa_ arc mo_ _pos_l _
spa_ _n od_ pa:_ _ at-r_ an:a is fly _'fa_ ar_ _ _ _ _ _ _
F_" cxamplc, ffan clcctrmics boz, baying as its _ _ tbc inncr _ ofthc box, is
aUachai w _c ou_ wall of_=c vchic_ d=c at-risk area will bc the area of_ _ _ _ _
on _c side amr, bai m the ou_ wall.
The _a E r_ is now corm:_ W give an av_ _ an:a a: r/.& _thc
surfa_ areas W avera_ cv_s-scc6ona/arc_ has two cases. For vchic_s that maintain d_r
_ _ W tl_ _ v_tcf fly _ _-scc6cml an:a Z risk will bc fly an=
projcctcdinfl_cthrc_._.m. For random_anbl/ngvch/clcsthc area willbc 1/4 thc projected area
with the grcmcst csposurc to spacc.
Fro"each at-risk surface dana_ idmfify vchi_ _ zud _ mata_ bctwcca the
0_ vdzi_ _ and sw,_ _ _ a _ _ and _l_ _dcbr_
mvirmm_ will sbickl _ surfacc. I)ctaminc tbc maunial dcnsity m_ estimate tbc _ of each
lay_ of_ a_/ng as a shi_ in the _ wh_ _ is lca_ ma_/al W a_ as a shield.
F.st/m_ _: _ _ or od_/_ debris _ _ tha_ w_ dama_ _h at-risk
surface _
To cs_m_ flsc _ _ dimxzta" first csfima_ tbc mnoun_ of material sh/ciding U_ surface
_ f_m _ =virmnm_ To dotl_ _ tl= _I ar_ d=._y ofv_b/_ m_l _
flwat-.r_ksurfaccofeach_andfl__ o i. Arcaldcm_yofa_isthe
mass dmsity, p, in grams p_ cubic _,-_,,,e__ ,-', _ncs the thickness of_c r,-,',_ 8. in_;.
Tills
a [gm/m_] = p [gm/= _] _ 8 [_m]
Tbc units m axcal d=sity arc grams per square _. The mtzl areal dmsiV/bctwccn _ _-_
_ i and the mvinmma_ ai. is the sum oftho areal _ ofthc w_i_ along fl_c line
_ _bc _.-risk surface to _c mvirmnz=_
For _ _ and orbil_ &bris _ _ minln'n.-n m_z_omid / orbilal
di_,_that will _ this axcal dm_ity, di. wfllbc
d i [mn] = K × a i [gm/cm_], wh_ K=0.07 (5-2)
This _ ofd_r/s di_z_ is _ intI_sm._ tlm R giv_ a low_ bound _- fly
old..is thatmig_ _ _ to pmmr_ th,=giv= m'uadmsi_ ofmmem_ F_ _Uy d_s_
d_r/s _ Kvah_ as lar_ as 0.35 can bc _ for a Wh/pplc shie_ and 0.70 f_ a nmifi-
lay_ _-m_ck shi_ T_ quo_ K _ ar_rely_ to give_'dma_s of_
cff_iv_z_s; iftl_'¢ am potmfial problm= with damagi_ impacts fimmi via this an_ysis,
_pms wi_ more risorc_ _mlysis tools should bc _
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5. Detenninetheexpectednumberoffafluresforeacbcritieal_h i .
For a vehic_ in circular orbit at altitude H, the expected nnmber of failures is the oross-sectional area
flux, F(d i _-1), taken from figures 5-2 or 5-3 for the debris size detemfined in Step 4, multiplied by
the planned missinn duration, Tm, in years, multiplied by the area of the at-risk sttrface, Ai, as
determined in Step 2, multiplied by L factors, which are correction factors for the vehicle attitude
profile as defined in table 5-1 and the associated discussion. Calculate h i fxom
hi = {LMAN x FMAN(di,H) + LMET x FMET(di,I'I)} x Tm xAi (5-3)
For an eccentric mission orbit, break the orbit into altitude intervals corresponding to the altitudes
defined for the orbital debris mvironmmt in figure 5-2; note that the meteoroid mvirozmmt provided
in figure 5-3 is indepmdmt of altitude. Weight the fluxin each altitude interval bythe frdction of time
spent by the vehic2e in that altitude interval to give atime-weighted flux. The fra_on of time spent in
an altitude interval is approximately equal to the size of the altitude interval divided bythe difference
between tbe apogee and perigee altitude ofthe orbit. For an eccentxic mission orbit, _4ANand FMET
are the sum oftbe time-weighted debris and az:tmmid fluxes respectively. The values for L_,N and
LMET remain as definai in table 5-1. The debris assessme_ software may be used for a more exact
calculation of h i or for an exact calculation of time fraction spent in an altitude interval.
For a vehicle that maintains a c_mstant attitude relative to its velocity vector, the L value for a critical
surface depends ea the orientation ofthe surface as shown in table 5-h
Table 5-1. L Factor Values for Critical Surfar.es on Vehicles
Stabilized Relative to the Velocity Vector
Surface s
Debr_ (Lug)
Meteoroids(L_rr)
$:
Front Side Top Bottom Rear
3 3 0.01 0.01 0.02
2 1 2 1 0.2
Front =facingdirectionofmofio_ Side = perpendiculartodirection of moron, surface of
Earth; Top = facing the zmith; Bottom = _ the center of the Ear_ Rear = facing opposite
tothe directkm of motion
.
For surfaces that are not facing one ofthe orthogcml direction& use an L value for the closest
orthogoml surface; ff a surface is not close to any orthogonal surface use the average of the L values
of the bounding orthogonal surfaces. If the vehicle does not maintain a fixed attitude relative to its
velocity vector, use an L value of 1.
Calculate the expected munber of failures for failure of posUnissim disposal _tical cl_aeats, Fc, by
summing the expecXed number of failures for eac,h element, as determined in Step 5. This sum is
expressed as
5-5
._c =_hs (54)
Calculate the probability of failure of one _ more crifi_ elmmu, PC, as a result ofimpact with
debris by
Pc = t- e-Fc _ Fc (5-5)
where the _ in the last step is valid ixWc_ 0.1.
Brief Summary of Debris Mitigation Measures
.
.
Ira LEO pros=m _ project Im a high _ebabe/ty ef___ l;_h__ with larse objects derin8 its m/ssim
life, _ are sevend m/ti_fim me_m_ that may be *_t_ These indnde
b. C_m_/n8the_ desisnto reducec_es-seaim_ areaand_ reducetheexpected
_ probabtUty.
_ debm eeeat is _ (fer maa-m_ deh_ h_h_ _ and that the _
_ can bc pratctaf wizh mafidmcc. Desisn respa=cs W redum faibn'e pmbabili_ include
addition of _ and/or suuctml shielding, _ of maqxmm_ to let less smsi_
_ shield nx_ smmi_ _ use of _r_-_* _ cf systm_ and
_ to mnfine dmnase. Since there are many altemativ_ to pen_ for _
_ mimpactwi_ sm_ ckbris,sane_,_,,-, _ in.._ _'_'ity with
h_c_ imp,,ct_ irasisniC_ ratuctiminf_urc probabi_ is=_irai itiszivisab_c
m coata_ a debris sroup _ me ofdsc NASA ccntas :fi_r_.
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6. POSTMISSION DISPOSAL OF SPACE STRUCTURES
The historical practice ofabandon/ng spacecraft and upper stages atthe end ofmission life has allowed
roughly 2 million kg of debris to ac_m-1_*_ in orbit. If this practice canti_efb collisions between these
objects wilt, within the next 50 yeats, become a major source of small debris, posing a threat to space
operations that is virtually impossible to control. The most effective means for preventing future collisions
is to requ/re that all spacecraf_ and upper stages be removed from the mvimmnent in a timely manner.
Such a _ however, would entail great rest in many _ases, and there are regions of spa_ _,
for the innnedime future, disposal of these systems could be made without creating a si_ risk to
fumreusers. Asaresult, a variety of disposal options are presented in the suidelin_. Theseguideliz_
represent an _ method for ccmtrollinggrowth oftbe environmem while _ the cost impact on
furore programs.
To provide a _ for tbe guidelines, three high-value _ of space can be _ These are
• Low Earth orbit - The re, on of space to 2000 km altitude
• Geo_ Earth orbit - The re, on of space _ccm_inin_ the nearly circular 24-honr orbits. This
region has been defined to be within 300 km of the altitude for g_ satellites (from altitudes
35,488 to 36,088 kin, centered on 35,788 lan).
• _misynchronou$ orbit - The re_ of space o,m_inin_ the nearly c_t-ctdar 12-hour orbits. This region
has been defined to be within 300 km oftbe altitude for satellites in circular 12-houx orbits (from
altitudes 19,900 to 20,500 kin, centered m 20,200 kin).
In gmeral, tbe _ disposal options are (I) direct retrieval and deorbit, (2) maneuver to an orbit for
which mmospheric drag will rmu_ the structure within 25 years, and (3) maneuver to one of a set of
dispceal mgk_ in which the structures win not imeff_ with future spa_ operations. Storage orbits in
these disposal reginns may be used to dispcee of space systems at end of missina. These options are
summariz_ in figure 6-1. Most GEO programs wm trans_ to tbe super-GEO storage orbit; highly
¢comtnc, high perigee altitude programs mighZ tr,msfer to a sub-GEO storage orbit rafl_ than
perigee to reemer. Programs using _ orbits migl_ use eiflmr _e low- or h/gh-alfitude
storage orbit; LEO programs with mission orbit altitudes above 1500 km might choose to transfer to the
low-altitude storage orbit rafl_ than transfer to an orbit with a 25-year lifetime. For a program which
places a smmmm in an orbit for eventual atmospheric reentry, tt_ maybe restrictions cathe disposal
maneav_ if a significant _ of _ might survive _lled reent_.
6-1
Geo-Synchronous Orbit
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+300 km
35,788 Ioll
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Low Earth Orbit |
(LEO)
Low-Altitude
Storage Orbit
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2000 krn
Disposal
Region
)'igure _-L Dispo.l _ and ston_ orbit opium for postmi.io, disposal.
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GENERAL POLICY OBJECTIVE
POSTMISSION DISPOSAL OF SPACE STRUCTURES
NASA programs and projects will plan for the. di.spo ._1 of.laugh vehic!.es, up_Tins_es, •
payload& a_d. other sp -ache.. at _e end ofnnsston life. Posum_on .oksposm --.. _ usm
to remove objects fro-m orbit m a ttmely manner or to maneuver to a msposai ormt where
the structure Will not at_ect _ture space operations.
GUIDELINES
6-1. Dis_sal for.,_nal n_s_on orb_ts pas_nz thr.ou.gh LE.O.: A _ or upper stage.with
perigee attitude below 2000 km in its final nmmon orbxt win be disposed of by me oz mre¢
_o_p_¢_i¢_y opt: _,_ _ _ m.._o._ ".m.y_.'_,_ _7_'_
projections for solar activity, amu_heric drag w_ lim_ .1_. lifetime to no tonger u_n. z-_
y_,,_..._p_ of_ u_ _ ._.._._,_,_. __t _the orbit lifetime, zt should be demonsU'a_d that such devices wm mgnmcanuy rmu_
area-time product of the system or will not cause spacecraft or large debris to fragnumt ff
a conision occurs while the system is decaying from orbit.
b. Maneuvefing to a storage orbit between LEO and GEO: Maneuver to an orbit with
perigee attitude above 2500 km and apogee attitude below 35,288 km (500 km below
GEO altitude).
c. Directretfieva_ Retrieve fl_e _ and remove it fi'om orbit within 10 years afler
completicm of mission.
6-2. Disposal for final r_sion orbits wffh perigee altitudes above LEO- A _ or upper .
stage with perigee altitude above 2000 km in its final mission orbit (except for orbxts a_ress_
in guide_ 6-3) shoekibe dt_sed of by e_therof two meth_:
6-3.
a.
-4.
Maneuvering to a storage orbit above GEO _: Maneuver to an orbit with a perigee
altitude above the_EO altitude by a di.qaace of at least 300 lan + [1,000 x average crces-
_c_ma_ area (m') / mass (kg)] kn_
vehicle near GEO in the event of a failure dining the disposal process. Because of fuel
gax_ing tmcerminfies near the end ofmissice, itis suggested tha_ the maneuver be
performed in a series of at least four bums which _ mist apogee and then
peagee.
Maneuvering to a stom_ orbit between LEO and GEO: Maneuver to an orbit with
b. GEI_o__). above 2500 km and apogee altitude below 35,288 km (500 km belo w
D_sposal for final n_ss_on orbits that are near-c_rcular 12.hour orbits: A _ or
upper stage wiflt perigee altitude above 19,900 km (300 km belowthe altiV.ule for 12-hour
,_a_ orbS)_d apo_ _ below20.500_ (309.kma_. theatat_ form-hoar
circular orbits) should be manem,'¢_ to an orbit with perigee attitude above 2500 lan and
apogee altitude below 19,900 km or to an orbit with perigee altitude above 20,500 kmand
apogee altitude below 35,288 lan (500 km below GEO altitude).
Reliability of postm_ss_on disposal operations: In develop'..mg the design ors _or
upper stage, a program will ideufi_ and limit all credible failure modes that could preve_
successful posm_ce
Note: As a quantitative reference, when the probability of gtccessf_y performing the
posunis_n disposalmaneuver¢anbe estimated to be 0.99 or greater,the intentof the
_hasb_me_
6-3
Rationale for Guidelines
The inzmt of guideline 6-1a is to remove spacecr_ and upper stages in LEO fi_m the _ in a
reasemble period offime. The 25-year _moval time from LEO prevents the debris mvirmmmt fi_n
growing over the next 100 years wh/_iimifinsthecostburdmto LEO progzmns. Spacccraflanduppcr
stages m m orb_ w_h per_ a_tes betow600 km wm _ have orb_ _eemes _ _ 25
yean andwin, e_d_ _z_ny _th_y th_ _. Th_ getdeUnew_ havethe greatesthnpact
on programs wiXh m orb/t perigee a/fitudes above 700 im_ where objects may _ in orbit
hundreds ofyears if abandmed at the md ofmissim life.
Guideline 6-1a emI_. _'_ the _ of usm8 drab mhancmm_ devices to reduce tobit lifetime. Drag
mhancement w/If inarease the total area ofthe spacecraft or upper stase and _y & _ W _ _
probabil/tyofhi_n8 _e obje_/n the cavirom_ ev_ _ theorb_ _ _ _ Xtis,
_ essential to demmstrate that drab mhanccm_ does not in fact represent an _ risk to
oth_ users of space.
As m_ed in _ 6-1b aad 6-2b, dispmal ¢wbi_ betwem LEO a_ GEO mest have perisee a_xtdes
above 2500 km. Obje_/n these orb/is will have a low probab/I/ty of roll/sire (the currem rate is less _
Iper 1000 years). Ha_daesoccur, ve_YatIedebmfromthat_wal_Iowmmghto
place spacccza_ in LEO at risk. Depaxlin8 m the mnnbcr, size, and orbit chara_emfics of objects usin 8
this disposal orbit option, the separation from LEO may need to be _ in the future.
If _ and upp_ stases are placed in disposal edits betwem LBO and GEO, the emsuaint m
apogee altitude in guidelin_ 6-1b and 6-2b to be no higher than 500 km below GEO air/rude prcvmts lunar
and mlar pertmbafiom fi'cm cawing these structu:_ to/nterfi_ w/th GEO sateJ]_ operations. Ira
eollisimdoesoccur inthesedispo_ orbits,verylitdedebrisfromtha__ _ _ _ _ _
placeGEO _ atdsl_
lnguide/is_ 6-1c (rely 10 ycarsis aUowedfi3rplanned_aflcrcompletiouofthemission. This tim_
is shortcr _m the 25 years for orbit decay and _ remtry/n gu/ddine 6-1a because retrieval
leaves the space systan in high va_ _ of_acc, whereas transf_ to an orbit with reduced li.fet/mc
knvcrs the paigcc ofthe final missim orbit and reduccs tbc _ of_ spa_ in high _ _ _
space.
Using ge/del_ 6-2a, theregim of _ace above GEOalt/a_ can beused as a dispoudreSim _ _
u_m f_ debris_ became of the tow relative_ _e regionsofan/labte spa_e, and
relativelyow Wa]_ ratesinthisarea.Inthenearfum_ the300 km altitude_*i....m willbe suiTu:ient
to isolate the disposal regim fiem GEO if ste_ are takm to remove m-board enemy _ _
_mpl_on of_ _ distal _ (Suidel_ 4-1). Howeva', dcpaxtin8 m the level of
Ua.eSc to GEO and m tbc ,_h___,._c_,'i'_,., sizes offuturc GEO satcllit_ _ _ _ _ _ m
bc isx:reasai in the future. Ifmeasures arc not takm to pmcmt esplosivc smsctural failure after disposal of
_.0 systems, a sepmtim distanceof~2000 km wm bc requiredto iselate the dispos_ regim fi'an C-EO.
The fourbums presaibcd in 8uidc]inc6-2a takeinto accounte._ gausin8 fimitations_ _
particulady sa'ieus at tbc cud ofmissims. Givm'that tlz_ will bc significant uncertainty as to the _
of fuel ranaining at the end ofmissim, there win also bc some uncatainty as to whether _ _ _
fnel to mmplete the disposal maneuver. Ifthere is not enough fuel to ocmplete the maneuve_ a plan
us/rig four smaller bums to mancuvcs to the disposal orbit will leave the spacccr_ _ u_ _ _
from GEO altimde than would a plan using two buras. Inplann/_thc_disposal, uncertainties
in f_l saus/ns shouldb_ _ int_ _ of rcl_/lity.
6-4
Inguideline6-3,a program with a near-circular, 12.hour orblt will need to maneuver to a disposal orbit
above _ below the _ regi_ The separmim from semisynchrmom circular orbit is at least
300 kin, so lurer and solar perUtrbatices win not ¢anse these objects to interfere with spacecra_ operating
in 12-hour orbits.
To satisfy guideline 6-4, systems should be removed from useful regions of space with a high probability of
success. A reliable propulsion system will have a probability of failure on the order of 0.01. Failure of the
propulsion system should be the primaxy source of failure to perform successful _ disposal
Method to Assess Compliance with the Guidelines I
Limiting Orbit Lifetime Using Atmospheric Drag (Guideline 6-1a)
The amount of time a structure will remain in orbit dependsce its final orbit and cethe area-to-mass ratio,
as discmscd in _ 3. The _ in th/s section follows that developed for gu/deline 3-1.
The steps in the evaluatim are _ below.
1. Determine the final mass and average crom-secfioml area for the system-
In cal_ the final mass ofthe sys'tem, any fuel mass used for postmissinn dispoml _ _ _
vented as a part ofthe safiug ofthe sUucmre should b¢ deducted from the fin_ mass. The average
cross-sectional area is the cross-sectional arm averaged over aspect.
For simple cc_¢ex objects, the average cross_ area is 1/4the surface area. Forasimple
convex spacec_ body with solar panel wings, calculate the average crcss-sec_onal area from the
surface areas ofthe spacec_ body, Abody, and the solar panelsAsp, as (Abody +Asp)/4.
For highly irregular spacec_ shapes an estimate ofthe average cross-sectional area may be obtained
as follows: determine the view, V, that yields the m_lm cross-sectional area and denote the cross-
sectional areaas Area x. Let Aland A 2 bethe cross-secfionalareas for thetwo viewing directions
orthogon_toV. Thendefinetheaveragecrom-secficcalareaas(Amex+Al+A2)/2. Ifamucture
will be gravity gradient stabilized, the average cross-sectional area perpendicular to the line of flight is
used.
The area-to-mass ratio for the sys'tem is the average cross-sectional area in square metem divided bY
_e mass in kilograms.
2. Calculate the orbit _ in the final mission orbit.
Either the procedures _ in this sectkm c_ the debris a.messmmt soflwat¢ may be used- Ifthe
debris assessmmt software is used, the solar activity should be setto 130 solar flux units (sfu).To
_o,,_e orbitttfetimeusingthe r_ures in themndard:
& LocaXe the apogee and perigee altitude for the fianl mission orbit in figure 6-2 for low altitude
near-circular orbits or figure 6-3 for highly eccentric orbits.
6-5
b. Int_polatc_ ti_ ar__ ratio _xu" vah_ co cfih_ aide ofthc orb/t to _t tl_
an:a-to-ma_ ratio n:qu/md f= a 25-year orb/t _.
c. Ifd_ area-w-mass raio f_ d_ proj_ spa_ sysmn is kss t_ _ _ b _ _, _
orbi_ _ in the r,,_d miss/m ocbi_will exceed _ ymrs.
3. Pbn to _ to an ozb/t w/th reduced _/f ofo/t I/f_/n_/n final m ofo/t exceeds 25
years.
lftbc orb/t li_t_ in the _al m/ssm orb/_ exceeds 25 years, determine the decay orbit with a
25-year ltfetin_ for the system being asseue_ To do this
a. Locate the _ altitude ofthe final mission orbit m the inifia/decay orbit apog_ _ _.
bo Move_ fi_ tht, peint to the area4o-mass ummur,_i-_ that of_e system being
Ifthe sy_m area-to-mau ratio does not _ a _ value, interpolate akmg a
venkal line bawem adjamz area-to-m_ uz_un to _ the point on the gra_
C. The p=igN zlt/tu& ofd_ sda=ad pobt/s the i_-_ al_a_ ofza _ _ _ _ _
alt/auk as d_ final _ ca'b/t and a 25-year orb/t _ for the arca-to-ma_ ratio _
final m orbit to an orbit w/th a 25-year lifetime. It requires a single retro-bum (i.e., direc_
opposed to the direction ofmo*i._m) at apogee of the final m orbit.
The debris _ sc_wam can also be used to _,_;I__ orbit _ far a specific orbit and
area4o-en_ ratio.
_ fra_z_to t_ _ _ f= thinev-_umi_ m _ incb_ 7 ofthis
standard.
Other Pmtmiuion Disposal Options (Guiddiau 6-1b, 6-1c, 6-2, and 6-3)
An ot_ dispo_ optmusrcsuttinthespacesystembeingte_ intmg-_ orb_ _ _ _ _
w/th future spa_ opcr_t/om. A plan for _ the postmissicn disposal maneuvers should be
inchuled in the usessmmt.
Reliability of Pes/missien Dbpeml Operations (Guideline 6-4)
The debris assessmem should _ two areas: (1) d_gn o_oomponmt _ which leads to km of
_lzol _rJng th_ _ a_! (2) f_ur_ of_ _ dispos_ s_m, _ludi_ _ _ _
be used to assess fm'hu_ which lead to loss of mntrol during mission op=aficm and _ _
Note: The pro_ of damage from collisim with orbital debris or meteoroids leading to loss of mmrol
ts anab,_ endergutdel_ 5-2.
6-6
Brief Summary of Debris Mitigation Measures
For a program or project that elects to limit orbit lifetime using atmospheric drag and reentry, there are
several opticm for reducing orbit lifetime:
1. Lower the _ perigee altitude for the decay orbit.
2. hu2ease the area_ ratio for the _ using drag augmmtation, but be aware of the
restrictions imposed in guidelm 6-1a.
3. For highly eccm_ orbi_ restrict the ini_ fight ascenskm of ascending node of the orbit plane
relative to the initial right asom_ion of the Sun so that the average perigee altitude is lowerecL
4. To increase the probability _ tl_ postnfission disposal mammv_ _11 bc successful, the program _
w_u to consider inmrpora_g s'cdundaucy into tiz postmission disposal systc_
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Lunar and solar gravity perturbation effects neglected in orbit lifetime calculation-
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7. SURVIVAL OF DEBRIS FROM THE POSTMISSION DISPOSAL
ATMOSPHERIC REENTRY OPTION
Programsorprojectsthatuseatmosphericreentryto limittheorbitlifetimeoftheirsystemsin conformance
to guideline 6-1 present a potential risk to flu) Earth's population. This chapter presenls the guideline that
d_fin_ tbe n_imnm _m_ of deb_ th_ _u survi_ _e_ny ifthe _ is _ Un_onn_ned
is _ as reentry in which the ground footprint lotion cannot be _ with sufficient
_ to g_r_ missi_ _dmas_.
GENERAL POLICY OBJECTIVE
LIMITING THE RISK FROM DEBRIS SURVIVING
UNCONTROLLED REENTRY
NASA programs and projects that use atmospheric reentry as a means to remove space
structures f_om orbit at the end of mission life will limit the amount of debris that can
survive uncontrolled reentry. If there is a significant amount of debris surviving
uncontrolled reentry, measures will be taken to reduce the risk by establishing procedures or
designs to reduce the amount of debris reaching the Earth's surface or to control the
location of the ground footprint.
GUIDELINE
7-1. L#mt the risk of human casua/ty: If a space structure is to be disposed of by uncontrolled
remUy into the Earth's aUno_here, the total debris casualty area for components and smactuml
fiagnmts surviving reenUy will not exceed $ m2. The total debris casuatty area is a functice
of the nnmber and size of _mponeuts surviving reentry and of the average size of a standing
individual. This term is defined more precisely in the method to assess compliance se_on of
this _.
I Rationale for Guideline I
Tbe guidel_ for uncontrolled reentry pmvidm an up_ limit of 8 m2 on the total casualtY atea of_
that impacts the Earth. An upp¢_ limit of 8 mZ is derived bY assuming an average risk of lmman casualty
of 0.0001per _ event. However, the risk of a reentry event causing any casualties is actually lower
since no correctkm has been made for the fact that people are usually protected inside buildings or vehicles
and win therefore be shielded firm remtering debris. To date, no casualtim have be_ aUn_outed to
remtering man-made space structmcs.
7-1
Method to Assess Compliance with the Guidelines
The measure of risk from remterin8 debris is the debris casualty are_ For a piece of debris that survives
atm_heric reentry, the debris casualty area is the debris m_t-_timal area plus a factor _ _ _-
secti_ of a sumding ind/viduaL TI_ _nl debris cas_u/ty area for a r_a_ even_ is the sum ofthe _m
An approach far estimating the total debris casualty area (DA) of a space _ from a demying orbit
is _infigm 7-L The rx_ing _ is reed to _cm_ if a reente_ spa_ _
exceeds the total debm _.malty area I_,_. The pareat body is the _ as it exists in orb_
(Note: This procedere has bern automated inthe debris assessmem _wa_)
1. Flabll tlz type ofmodel for lhe patrol body and detemine the _ _
lfthe dimemims afthe parentbodyare approximatelyequal in an ditectio_ _ _ _ _ _
a sphere with the diameter, D, defined to be the largest dimension. The _ area is then
w/) 2
Aref= m
4
Ifthe par_ bodyis notmodeledas a _/t shouldbe modeledas an equ/va1_ _. The
kz_t dimemim wm be the_ 0.), andthe_,est _ m thetransve_ ¢Ure_i_ wiUbe
thediameterofthe o/tinder (D). The referm_ areais then
Amf=LxD
. D,_,.-,_* t_ amude md total waocity aad eight patha_Je retative_ _ _ _ _
body at brea_.
As discmsed in the Ref_m_ Man_ f_ Debris Assessm_ experimce has indicated tha_ most
smu:mres breakup at an a/fitude ofupp_ 78 kin.
Usin8the equ/vak_ _J_ere _ o/finder _._m andthennss of theparentbody, the trajectory
f_n reentry/nterfa_ to thebn:ak_ art/rudesho_ be _ to determinethe tota__ _
fl/ght path angle relat/ve to the amzeplz_ at the brealmp altitude. The rem_ imerface altitude is
gemcrally takm to be 122 km (400,000 _t).
Thedebmm_em _aware _ t_ _pab_y r= cak_ the_ vek_ ande_
pathan_ atbrealmp8/vmthebreakupaltitude.Thesevaluesshouldbe usedunlema rem_
breakupanab_ hasbeenmaducted_=J_ forthesU_uuremque_
3. Identify the _ within the parrot body.
If the parent body is larger d_n 0.5 m in any dimension and ccmsi_ of multiple _ it w_I
break up into _ of _,_-t size duri_ reentt7. Each ofthese mmlxmm_ must then be
evalua_ s_y. Tl_ d_sign oftl_ sUuca_ rest bc _ a_l all _ _ arc larg_
_su 0.25 m in auy _ nm_ be _
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I Space S_-tufe IConfiguration
1. Model Parent
Bocly u
2. De4m_ne
Breakup Conditions
Perform Ane_sLs
to Determine
Breakup AlUtude
Assume Nomir_
Breakup at 78 m
AJUtude
6. Obtain Material
Heat of Ablation
8. Add to Total Debris
Repeat for
Each Compommt
9. Check Total
Debr_Cuu_y Anm
Against Guldelinu
Figure 7-L Flow chart for calculating total debris casualty area, DA, for uncentrolled reentry.
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Ifthe structure is sma/lm' 'than 0.5 m in any dimmsi_ the parent body is consider_ a single piece ff
_ debris and step 4 may be skipp_
4. Model each ofthc ccmpcmm_ coming out ofthc breakup as equivalent spheres or cylinders and
,_,.m_ the _ mataial of each uznpmaZ.
Using the procedure _ in step 1. model each ofthe _ as descnl_l in step 3 as
equivakat splzrm c¢ cylinders. A flat plate is modeled as a cylinder ofhaving as diameter the lar_
plate dimmsicn and length the _ of the plate. Calcu]_ the _ area for each compcm_
rainstheridesfrom_ep _.
Review the dmisn of each _ and idmtify the predominant material The total mass ofeach
_npcecm mmtahobe specm_
5. Determinethe_ heattoadexpertmccdbyeachcompom_
U_8 theequ/vak_ sphere= ¢yt_terdtmmsio_ themass,andthe_ trajectory¢ond/ti_
_ the avevaSc heat load to each umqxmast. Software such as the debris _ soft.are is
reqeh_ forth_ _p.
6. Detam_ e_especifichca_of ab_n, h_ ofthc predomin_ mater_ of eachcanpom_
Us_ _ umaial propa_ hais canputatby
ha =Cp × (Tat -']_)+hf [J/kg]
where
= specific b_: capacity (J,_-'_
T,,, = _lt _ ("K)
Ti = imt_------__ (o'K)
Table 7-I providcs specific heat capac_, hc_ of fusion, m_dhca_ of ablgion (assumingan
_ _3oooK) _ mmy spz:am_ nmaiats.
7. Detcnn_ thenmsUysurvivabilityof eachamsponmt.
Let
H = theheatloadperunitarea_ by a reenteringspaceem'uctureO/m 2)
M=_mss(kg)
X. = _ _mof_ (m_)
A necessary and seHicicnt condition for a structure to survive reentry is
H < M × ha/As
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Table 7-1. Selected Properties for Materials Commonly Used in Spacecraft Fabrication
No. Material
1
2
3
5
7
8
10
18
19
24
25
29
44
SS 21-6-9 7832.8
A12024-TSxx 2803.2
Gr/Ep 1550.5
Beryllium 1842.1
Copp= 8938.0
UZrH 6086.8
Gold 19300.1
Lead 11677.1
Silver 10491.8
Strcetium 2594.9
Tit_nm (6 AI-4 V) 4437.0
Barhnn 3491.9
A! 5052 2684.6
P
(k_ m3) (j/_ k hf(W/m-K) (J/kg)
K) @300K
(Xvg)
439.2 12.44
972.7 154.64
879.3
2635.3 169.49
43O.7 395.88
418.7
139.5 316.54
134.7 35.68
232.8 429.58
736.9 35.41
8052
284.7 18.04
9003. 137.03 386116
AHox T ha
(J/kg-O2) melt
(K)
286098 16816980
386116 34910934
4.92 23 12305703
1093220 32073679
205932 9832002
10.00 131419 0
64895 0
34968 8669002
105833 1943838
95599 36999682
7.15 393559 32480264
55824 34594598
34910934
1728 924302
856 926937
700 351731
1557 4405792
1356 659740
2144 903688
1336 209417
600 64368
I234 323268
1043 642960
1943 1716421
983 250380
880 908235
.
_ _ wtal debris casua_ area. 1"_ wtal debris casualty area in squa_ mc_s, DA, is
calculated as follows:
N
D A = _(0.6+ 4"_') 2
i=l
(7-1)
where N is tbe mlmber of objects that survive reentry.
Ifthe procedure described in this section is used to model reentry survivability, Aiis the refimm_
area in square meters oftbe ith piece predicted to survive reentry, as d_'_mlned in steP 4. ff a _
model is used _t ____rco,_,n for mass loss duri_ reentry, Ai w/ll be tbe calculated average cross-
sectkmal area of that piece at ground impa_
The average cross-sectional area of a standing individu_ viewed from above, was t_n W be 0.36
m 2. Tbe 0.6 term is then tbe squa_ root ofthis area.
9. _ if tbe total debris casualty area exceeds the guideline limits.
IfDA exceeds 8 m2, procedares should be inifi"""""_to decrease tbe amount of debris that could
potmtia]ly survive reentry or to control the ground impact point for the debris.
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Sin_ the p_ outl/n_/n this s_iaa arc app_ a more rigorom r_uuy surv/vabil_ am1_
may be conducted W detcnn/_ _ piccm tha_ mrvive reent_ and _ W the debris camalty _ If
_is is done, _m _c models msd _ procedures should bc documm_ in tbc debris _ _
[ Brief Summary of Debris Mitigation Measures I
_t_ I ofd_m survi_ rm_ryrounds_ _ a_ aa_r _ groundunpactpo_ shou_
bc mmoll_ by the pmUnissim disposal mmmm_ cf mmsums slmuld bc takm to _ the / of
dcbm_ rm_. _ _t_ groml impm _ _ m_ol oft_ _ oft_
posUnimim disposal bum and also r_pirm tl_ the posunimim disposal o_bi_ ha_ a _ (_y
ncsmiv¢)pm_c aU_d¢. Opaousto _ _udc:
I. P_ a _ ngnW/.
Maneuvcxing the sUucUu¢ E the md ofmissiou to a disposal orl_ with a _ altitude low ¢mough
m mm_ tu¢kcmim oft_ rccmuyandsrmmd_ po_s. T_s opaoums adop_ bytU¢STS
progrmn _Spa_ Slugtic: Flight and Grmmd Symmm Specification" NASA
Joimmu Space Cemcr, NSTS 07700, VolumcX, Rcvisim J, /uric 1990). The guidelinm inthis
document arc
L "I1_ tommy debris inqm_ footpri_ will bc no closcr than 370 kin, or 200 _ _ (_),
fi'om foreign landmasses, 461an (25 sun) fi'om U.S. Um'itorim and tbc _ _ Stmcs
(co1_JS),and46km (25m) from_t_ i_packot_
b. Authori_ fro"shipping lanm and a/rli_ rou_/n the arm ofthc rcma_ fix_ut _ _
notifm_ oftl_ mm:.
Th_ _ woumbcaccepmb__ordcbrmsurviv_ m_ r_uUy.
2. Us/rig _ _ am lem l_.ly W survi_ _.
The mmmial propertim ofthe cmnpmmm lmv¢ a-_m,-_ eff_ on rcmUy muvivabil_. While
_mophys_ and_ prop__msuchasaroma muducavay,spec_ he= capa_, bin:_
fus_ mcamnpaan_, amddmuayhxflum__ nmmy__y be_vior, _h¢_¢a_of abXmiou
isthcbesti_;__*,_ofthecmnpmm_sabilityto survive nmmy. _withalowhmtof
ablation can be used m reduce the dcbm thaZ mrvivm rccm_. Ira _ wRh a lowu'hmt of
ab_ _m b_ _ in _i_ d_ tl_ d_m m_ _m pom_ly I_ mtm_l. Volu_ H ofthc
_ Maaaal for Orb/tal l_bris _ d/mm_ th_ _cct of_ propert_ cathc
3. Dec_msingth_e:ffmiv_drasa:_ _ inU_-r_u:_de_:zmsi__ _-ouudar_aof_ object.
This decreases the area4o-mass ratio and rcsulls in a _ p_ility of reeol_ surviv_ Thus,
design pmcficcs oz cpemticmml procedm_ that decrease the area-to-mass ralio du.-ing _ _
reduce the amou_ of debris which survives _. Onc_ _ _ process has begun, procedures
torcdu_ thesmcmm fi-onmlareamn reducetheR_try debrisarea.
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4. Causing a _ to break up at higher altitude.
Evm _ with large area-w-mass ratios can survive reentry ifthey are protec_ from rig
re_m_ eavizomm_ umil late in the rectory process. Design practices that rvlcase tl_ _
earlier in the rem_ trajectory reduce the probability of its survival.
5. _ the _ at the end ofthe mission to a disposal orbit where _ will not ochre"
(chapter 6, "P_ Disposal of Space Stmaxxr_").
Measures to mifi""'_ the risks of _ are discussed more f_ly in the Refercmce Mam_ for Orbi_
Debris AssessmenL
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8. FORMAT FOR ASSESSMENT REPORTS
Two stand-alone debris assessmmxt reports should be submitted during program or project developme_
The _ report should be submitted at preliminary design review (PDR) with a final assessmemt 45 days
prior to critical design review (CDR). The reports are to be approved by the sponsoring Associate
AdmJnisUa_r and then coordinated with the Office of Safety and Mxssion Assurance. The purpose ofthe
report submitted at PDR is to identify debris issues early in the development cycle where resolutions are
least costly to implement. The report submitted prior to CDR will document the positkm of the program or
project relative to the guidelines to limit orblt_ debris generation.
The suggested _ of these reports parallels the _rmat of this standard., so that in_rmm:i,_ developed
using the smadard caa be easity imegraXedinto the repom.
8.1 FORMAT FOR REPORT ISSUED AT PDR
Prior to PDR, a preliminaw debris assmsm¢_ should be conducted to i_ areas where the program or
project might ccmtribute debris and to assess this conUibuficn relative to the guidelines in so far as is
feasible.
The debris _ report should be organized as follows:
Section 1: Brief Background on Program and Program Management
To include
• M/ssion Descriptice
• lh_nm/Project objectives
• l_nun/Project schedule
• Resp<mm'ble program or project nmnager
Section 2: Description of Design and Operations Factors
2.1 Hardware
To include (as available)
• Physical descriptive of main _ucture
• Description of_-*,_]- exposedto space
• Description of spacecraft comtxme_ most sens_ve to debris impact
• Deun.ipti_ and locafim of presmn'ized vehanes
• Descriptic_ of era-board propellants
• Descriptionandlocationof fiw.lsUrageandUansportsystems
• Descriptice of range safety systems
• Descrip_cm of systems _Cxm_inin_ stored kinetic energy
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2.2 _saion Pavametzva
To include
• Numba of_
• Lmmch date and time
• _ssion od_it(apog_,'p_ig_aU_ud¢,_)
• Flightauim_
Section 3: Assessment of Debrls Released During Normal Operations
3.1 Debris Re_xtaed During ,Skaging,Pay_md SeIxwation, or Payhxut Deployment
To include
• P_t_m_ _ of_nis rdcascdand assom_ orb_s
• Preliminary mfim_ of area-time m_dobject-time prodncts
3.2 Debr_a Released During _ion Operations
To include
• Pmliminmy descriptim of debris reteased and associated orbits
• Preliminaw ¢_ma_ of area-time m_dobject-fim¢ produc_
Section 4: Assessment of Orbital Debris Generated by Fn_plosions and Intentional Breakups
4.1 F.cp/o_onsfrom On-Board _re.d F.aergy
To include
• Gam_ _ of systans cr usnpam_ ccamining stored energy
• Gmcral plan fro-depleting stored mcvgy scm'ces after cc_letica of mission
4.2 Intentional Breakups
To include
• C,en_descr__mofobj_be__
• Descr_dmofavrgysouroe
• _oforbitinwbicbbrmkupv_occur, z_dk__.._z_datt_adcof_
• z_:_C_ofb_mo_
• _mnryemmtcofarca-emcand_ect-emcproductofbrea__
• PtelJmi_m_ plan f_r assessing risk m c£h_r_ spacecraft from the debris cloud framed
inumdimcly after the Ust
Section 5: Assesm_ of Debris Generated by On-Orbit Conisions
5.1 Assessment of Collisions with Large Objects Du_ng _ssion Operations
To include
• Estimate of probability of impact with _-ge objects, based ca ptanned missice
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5.2 Assessment of Collisions with Small Debris During M_'ssion Operations
To include
• La,-_f_,--_,-,- of systems cg ccanpments most vulnerable to debris impact
• Pr_mJlw_ _ of Shi_ltli._ rt_iz'_gle_ design ¢_zlsiderafions
Section 6: Description of Postmission Disposal Procedures and Systems
To include
• Planned optim fm- postmission disposal
• Descripti_ of dispo_ procedu_ and_
• ld_fh-_,i_ ofobstades to successful _ disposal
Section 7: Assessment of Survival of Debris from the Postmission Disposal
Atmospheric Reentry Option
To inchlde
• Initial assmsmc_ of structures _ich w_l survive unconm:dlcd mm_7
• Conservative estimate of total debris casualW area for debris surviving uncontrolled remmT
• Preliminary plan fro- _ _eutry if it appears that the guideli_ of $ m2 wm be _
8.2 FORMAT FOR REPORT ISSUED PRIOR TO C'DR
Forty-five days prior to CDR, another debris assmsnamt should be completed. This report should
fan.neat en ¢han_ made since the PDR report. The level of detail in this r_rt should be c¢_sistent with
the availableinfonmti_ m designand_.
Wh_ therearedesignchangesaeer CDR tha_imp_ the_ f_ orbital,tebris_ _ _
of the debris a.mes.mx_ report should be prepared, approved, and coordinated wRh the Office of Safety
and Missim Assurance.
The d_ris _ report shoukl _ orgaaized as follows:
Section 1: Brief Background on Program and Program Management
To include
• Missiondcscripti_
• Program/project objectives
• Program/project scbgdule
• Respon.,n'ble program or project manager
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Section2: DescriptionofDesignandOperationsFactors
Z1 Hardware
To_
• Physical descriptim of mm _
• Descriptionof__,_-t, exposed to space
• _ oe_ _ m_t u_ive to debris_t
• _ and_ efpr-_d volumes
• _ ofm-bmrd pmpena_
• _ and_ ofr_ 8_=ase aad_ systems
• _ oer_e sar=y _=ns
• _ and_ ofsyst_ a_ahq _ed k_k energy
2.2 ._i_ion Parameters
To includ¢
• Numbcrof_
• _da_andl_
. Fr_ht at_ade
Section 3: Assessment of Debris Generxted During Normal Operations
3.1 Debris Released During Staging, Payload Separation, or Payload Deployment (Cruidelines 3-1
andS-2)
To inclode
('7!_7!_t'_ wv'!al"ea_ _ _ ]ar_p= than 1 mm (1_'.-_')
• _ ob_t-_imc_ord_ris.lar_than 1 n_ (yr)
• Calmflated time :foa"rmnoval of debris from GEO altitude to at least 300 km below GEO altitude
• Source for analym ifnot this smndaxd or the debris assesmm_ soflwaxe
3.2 Debris Released During _s._on Operations (Gu_'del_nes 3-1 and 3-2)
To include
• _ofdebmtoberek=sed, hr_msreteasefm_,ma_=oss_area,_orb_
orbttrrf=time
• MaxinmmUta1__areaofdebminorbitatany_vea_me(m 2)
• Cal_atedarea-timerer debm larserem I mm (m2-yO
• _obje_-til_ for debris ]argcrthan I n=lOrr )
• Calculatedtime for removaJ of debris from GEO altim_ to at least 300 kmb_w GEO altitude
• Source for amlysis if not this standard or the debris assessment so'ware
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Section4: Assessmentof'DebrisGeneratedbyExplosionsandIntentional Breakups
4.1 Explosions From On-Board Stored Energy (Cru_lines 4-1 and 4-2)
To include
• Descriptica offailurc modes leading to cxplosiaa
• Description of systans involved in explosive failure, including the following:.
- Fluid: mass, chcmic_ composition, pressure, energy density
- SUucUnc: size, _ thickness, location relative to direction of motion, shielding from
mvironmc_ most probable failure modes
• _ probability of explosion if quantified in asscssm_
• Detailed plan for sating sm.tcture after completion of mission
42 Intentional Bre.o_ps (Guidelines 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5)
To include
• _ of energy sou_, total e_ergy r_nu_t
• Altitude and lo_m of breakup
• Ikscripti_ ofmodel for breaknp
Description of mission including state vector at explosionCalculated area-time for debris larger than I mm (m_-yr)
• Plan for assessing risk to operating spacecra/i from the debris doud fi3nned immediately _ _ _
• Docmne_afim of dry nm for risk analysis using predicted event time and currmt
USSPACECOMMAND catalog elcmmts
Section S: Assessment of Debrls Generated by On-Orbit Co_sions
5.1 Assessment of Coll_om with Large Objects Dw_g M_ss_on Operatwns (Cr_deline 5-1)
To/nclude
• Estimated probability of colliskm with intact space systems or large debris
• Plan for limiting probability, if applicable
5.2 Assessment of Collisions with Small Debris During lt_ssion Operations (Guideline 5-2)
To include
• Description of primary mission _ modes from meteoroid or orbital debris impact
• Descriptim of design measures takm to protect against impacts with meteoroi& or orbital _, _
applicable
Section 6: Assessment of Postmission Disposal Procedures and Systems
6.1 Description of Postmission Disposal Option and Disposal System (GWdelines 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3)
To iw.hade
• s_ ot'd_x_ optioa _d
• Disposal plan anddesctiption ofsupporling sYStems (final orbit parameters, Avrequireme_ disposal
system design, _.)
• Source for analysis if not this standard or the debris assessment software
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6.2 Assessment of Potentia7 Failurgs that Prevs_ Successful Posm_ion Disposal (C_de_ne 64)
To inchd¢
• Dmcxiptmof_ _r¢ modmkad_ toU_ssof muU_lduringm_cu __xn dmign
cf from impact with mmn debris
• Assessmmtof faitux¢of_ _ dispmalsystemtowo_ propcdy
Section 7: Assessment of Survivsl of Debris from the Postmission Disposal Atmospheric
Reentry Option (Guideline 7-1)
To iuchd,
• v_ _ _m_a_ debr__ _3ia _ames
. Source for mmlyms if not this standard or tl_ d¢bris sssesmmm sotiwar¢
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Apogee - The point in the orblt that is the farthest from the center ofthe Earth. The apogee altitude is the
distance ofthe apogee point above the smrface of the Earth.
Apsis (pL aps_les) - The point in the orbit where a satellite is at the lowest altitude (perigee) or at the
lfighest altitude (apogee). The Yme connecfmg apogee and perigee is the line of apsides.
Argument of p_gee - The angle between the line _ from the center of the Earth to the _
node of an orbit and the line extending from the cesta" of the Earth to the perigee point in the orbit
measured f_m the ascending node in the direction of motion of the satdlite.
Ascending Node - The point in the orbit where a smelY_ crosses the Earth's equatorial plane in passing
from the southern hen6sphere to the northern hemisphere.
Cratering flux - The mnnber of impacts per square meter per year of debris objects which will leave a
crater _t least as large as a specified diameter.
Debr/sflux - The mmdg:r of impacts per square meter per year expected c_ a randomly oriented Pla_r
surface of an orbiting space structme.
DebKts flux to linnting size - The nmnber of impacts per square meter per year of debris objects of a
speci_ _ = t_n_.
Delta-v - The change in the velocity vector caused by thrust measured in units of meters per second.
Eccentric#y -The apogee altitnde minus perigee altitude of an orbit divided by twice the semimajor axis.
Eccentricity is zero for circular orbits and less than one for all elliptical orbits.
flO - An index of solar activiW, a.13-month rmming average of the energy firm tom the Sun meam,wed at
10.7 cm, expressed in units of 10q lmskys.
Geosyvw.hronous orbit (GEO) - An orbit with a perkxi equal to the sidereal day. A circular GEO orbit
withO inclinafionisageostafionaryo_oit, Le., the nadir point is fixed on the Earth's surface. Thealtimde
of a ci_;ular GEO orbit is 35,788 kn_ When GEO is referred to as an altitude it is that of circular GEO
orbit.
Geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO) - A ldgtdy ecceatfic orbit with perigee at LEO altitude and apogee
near or above GEO altitude.
/nc/maaon - The angle the orbit plane makes with the equatorial plane.
Jansky- A unitof _-_zomagm_ power density_lual_o I0 -_ w-_._/Hz.
l._ne of apsides - The fine ccxmecl_ the _ and perigee points in an orbit "I_ line passes through
thecmm:roftheEarth.
A-I
I._ne of nodes - The line loaned by the inlcrseclm of the orbit plane with the Earth's equatorial plane.
ThisFmepasses enoush thecaZ_ of theEa_ The_ node is the pointwhema _ crmses
theequamrfiunthe__tothenorthem_.
Low Earth orbit (LED) - Thc _ of spacebelow tbeaaimde of 2OOOkn_
Meteoroats - Naturally _ _ associated wigh solar sysg_ Formation or _lolufion
Woccmm. Mctcm_ matcml is msocia_ wi_h mUgoid brmlmp og matctial mtmsut from congts.
Orbit h_time - The i_gth oflimc an object r_ns in orbit. Obj_::ls in _ or passing _n'ough I.E,O
cocrsy as _-y pass throuShaz V.arth'supperaancsphac, _ SeumSkywamu_ in a_udc ma_
the _ ranov_ than fmm orbit.
Orbital debris - Man.-nmdc particula_ rclcascd in orbit. In this documc_ only dcbris of diamctcr I mm
and_ris_
Penetration debr_ flur - The mnnberof impactspersquaremeterperyeartbat will _ a surfa_ of
ori-_'_n with _ m_t_ and_ ___,is_s.
Perigee - 'Ibc pc_ in lhc orbit lhat is ncarcst _ Ibc _ of thc Earth. Thc pcrigcc _ is lhc Odslancc
of_pa_pc_abo_sarfaccof_Ear_
l_ghtasccnsionof asc_d_g node- Thea_,lc_ _ 1_ _ fxom_ _ of tl_ F.a_ _o
_ _ nodco£_aotbit_od_ _ cxle_ag fxomtl_ c_xc,_of_ _ m _ _ _
_ fi'an tbc vmal equincxcastwardin rbcF.arrh"s a_dal planc.
Sen_major a_s - Half tbc snm of fl_ c_anc_ of apo_ and_ fromtb_ cm_ of tbc _ Half
Smtsynchrono_ Orbit(SSO) - An orbit with a 12-hour paled. A circular SSO is a_ altitude 19,133 l_n.
_o/arJ_ u_t (_) - Equal to 104 Janskys _ata wavclc_ of 10.7 em
Vernal equ_nox - The _xectim of the Sunin spacewhea it passes fiem the southem_ m _
mrtlzm hanisphac (on March20 o¢21) andappearsto crosstheEarth'sequator. The vcmaJequimx is
_z _ po_ _ _ ansu_ disu=cc _dooSaz F_h's cquamr_ p_,nc (ri_ _), and
one of two angles usuallyused m loca_ objectsin orbit(theotherbcing_a_q_,_,_).
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L Understanding the Threat of Colli_on
Conectively _ to as space debris, objects in orbit canbe divided into two categories: nant_ objects,
or meteoroids, which are associa_ with the solar system; and man-made objects, or orbital debris, which
result from operafio_ in orbit about the Earth. Space debris ranges fi'om dust-spec, k-size objects smaller
than a micron to meter-size objects and larger. Almost all spa_ debris larger than about 5 mm is orbital
debris.
The threat of coIlisim with mbital debris is an issue of growing ccmcem as historically _ P_
and procedures allow man-made objects, some having the potential to explode, to accunmla_ in orbit. In
the past, explomms have been the primmy sotm:e of debris and are likely to contin_ to be so _rthe
immed/ate furore. However, currentimmediate modeling i-di___ that evm ffthere is no inorease in the
nnmber of lmmches per year, and spacecraft and upper stages ccmim.te to be left in orbit at _ _ of_
mission, within the next 50 years collisiom betwem large objects will become the major source of debris.
processes will lead to a large increase inthe amount of orbilal debris capable of damaging or
disabling operating spacecm_ The models currently being used to predict tl_ orbital debris eavirmmam_
indicate that evea if the number oflmmches per year incamses only slight_ (bYapP_ 5 _
per year) collisions between large objects in orbit will become a significant source of debris within the next
30 years.
The great_ risk in not ccatmiling the debris mvirmmmt is the onset of these collisioas betweea large
objects. There are two reasms fm this. First, oace_begintooocar, it will be almmt impos_le
to halt the process and they will occur with increasi_ fi-equency---a process referred to as collisional
casmdin& Seccmd, the mergies in mHi_ional breaknp are much larger than in explosive breakup, m _
megajoele (a few kilogrmm of TNT)to #8ajca_ (a few nam'i¢ tans of TN_ range. This energy comes
fi-om the ve_ large anmum of eh_nioal mergy used to get objects into orbit. This hrge ammmt of
expended eaergy creates maay more debris fragmmts in allsize ranges and spreads the debris _ _
hundreds of kiloaa_tersof altinak. This debris may hit oti_ saxellim stafaces, canying impact energies of
handreds ofmegajoules per _ of _ mass. Atthese mergies, debris less_a 1 nanin
diameter, tylfically about Img ofmass, caa pmmm aa umhielded spacecr_ serrate and damage
semitive serfao_ such as opties or tla:rmal radiators;debris less thaa 1 an(1 gin) can peamme evea a
heavily shielded surface; and debris as small as 10 an (1 kg) can cause a spacecraft to break up into debris
fragmem.
It The Pl_demial Directive te Limit Orbital Debrh Gmerafioa
On Februa-W 11, 1988, Presidmt Reagan issued a lh___'_,_'_,d Directive ca nafimml space policy which
inchuled a requirma_ to timit the acctmadafim of orbital debris. This directive was the foundation for a
coordinm_ effort among U.S. agmcies and other mficm to increase the undea'_ading ofthe hazards
caused by orbital debris andto establish effective tedmiqucs to manase the orbital debris euvironme_
This effo_ has matured into the establishnmZ of an International Technical Working Group on orbital
debris. A strong ccmemm was reached wifltin this _ group which helped influence all space faring
nmioos to voluntarily establi_ acticm to limit orbital debris.
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m_ A Theoretic_ _ m Man_iq Orbit DebrIs
E_ _b a_s _o spa_ az__ in _p_ recw_ a laq_ _ ot_, my obj_ _
in spa_ after/t has _ its _ flugfim_ will still ccata/n _ mcrgy. This _ is
cempzised ,in]az_ part of _netic ozergy, and may also/adudc add/fimml stored energy, both chemical
TI_ ld_ _ r_ults from I_h tl_ l_h ofoi_ vclo_ mzl tl_ _ _ _j_ _
_y in _ orbitp_:s. _ _ r_-th oeoit _0), _ _Bim _ _ _ _ _000 _ _L_,
avcra_ kint_ agrgy is about 50 mepjoules per kilegtmn efmam in mb/t.* The stored missy (in rig
fore of_ devic_ m/d_ fu_, _ _ or baum_ f_ ¢_zp_) is _-_._, by
ca_i_zal]y nar.h ]m than a nz_ajoo_ par _ The_ s_zr_s_ _zozcdmero,however,
can mz_ tt_ir usocia_ smz_m_ to _ _ _ maZ_ _, cadz s_iZl
fr_zm_, cm_b_zd w/th_ r_tiv_ high_t_ m_gy _ ¢_.h fr_z=t, c_z_ a m_ _._cr r_ to
F_g_ata_y, tt_ pmc_ of_ _ da_r_ is a p_u of_ t_ _ c_gy.
szo_! _ ma bc _le_ bct_ _ _. Kim_ mer_ manasem_ m theother hand,
req_ _ ci_z_rwss _ z_ti_ _[od_. Since in mo_ ca_ it is _x pestle to caz_ obj_s
W ccbit in a way which rcdu¢_ _ _ v_l_.oc/_, mare mu._ not rmmin/n a n:gicm _ A _ _
by mm'al f_r¢_ b_ in nx_a _ m_ bc _ Evm a/_ _ ¢x_ml nm._, arc _
w/th/n _: guidcl/n_ ¢_ab_ for dd_ds managemmL (T_ S,,i,_-l_ w_-c design_ to preve_ growth
ofd_ debrisarv/rcmz_ while n_',_ the cost ofaz_an_.) _, _ _ protect
_:m_v_ fixn _ d_ds _ m a r_'u_ of_ w/_h _ of_his ma._. Th/s will _
add_ "m:r_y d/_'_m_" ,h/c_ in s_c cz_ to _ _ _z_:raa _.
a Wogram _o_,_ i_ orb/tzl dg_r_ _ by _ ti_ m_gy it _ to the
orbi_l d_r_ mvh_z_ T_ ,hor_-C_a _ _a b_ mn_l by _ _hc s_d _
_. To prcvaZ cspknioas zOcr asnp_ioa o_missim _ rcsid_ mcr_ such u
prcs_u_ f_l, c_ _ magy m_ _ vc_zl or _ Ifspacecr_ re.tinintbcmvizmmmt
_ _ _e_ wm _ bc_w_a_i mm _ asam_t ot_s/o_. Cmsequ=_, _
look-tern_ o_Zbcmv/ro_zntreqmr_thaXobjcct_bcremovedfrom_ _ _ _
zbemd _missim life.l"n/salsomea_ tbaX_ mint _vc _ zcl/ab/li_ap/nstorb/taldebm
aed odor bazaz_ to msm'_ that riley cm bc removed be6:_ a_,ffa_z_ _.
IV. Orbita _br_ Modem,g.--X'mm_g me Xh_babmty _
Ov_ fl_ la_ I0 years NASA has had a _ which _ _ curr¢_ mxl furore _
and which ccmi._ of a _ ofmod_ _ by m_._-zmm_. Abc/__ ofd_
ccmequmc_ of past cpaatk_ has resulmi from tlw program. We now know that within the
__ly 2,000 km altimdc LEO resien tlm'c arc billiam ef yew small orbital _m _ (0.I
mm ml _m_ll_, _ fi_ solidroa_ nx_r f_s and_ ofsp_ _) _ _
¢_'tx_ spacecraft surfaces. More Ihan I mi.llim oflhese objects are hrser than 1 mm and can cause
oper_cs_ fa/lurcif_cy strfla_smsitiw an_ maspacecra/k Any orb/ml d_ris I mmandlarg_ccmm
fi-om _ more _ I00 _ and/nt_cml _c_ _l_ have occuned s/n_ _: inccpti_ of
the space program. There an: about 150,000 orbi_l debris objects larger th_ I cm that _
* This is roughly 2_ t/m_ tt_ mgrgy o_ma of TNT.
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operatimalfa/h_toa _ _ ofwhe_ _aeysm_; andthc_rcaz_about15,000objectsin
LEO hzge_r_an I0cm whichwin ca_amuphical_,fa'agmmtany_ _'y _.
_ tl_ canmt mqirmamt, _ failm'escaasedby collisiomwith debrisocoarwith probab_ _
troths to h,_. ofa perc_ lXa"year, dependingea the missim ozbitaltitude and oathe _ of debris
that ¢amld cause critical damage. Cunmt naatels, however, project that unless measures are mkm to limit
the _ of debris, over the next 100 years the probabilities will grow at the rate of a few tenths to a
f_w pcrcem per year and w_lcomim¢ to iacrms¢ rapidly. Thus ti_ hamrd imposed by debris win become
almost as signifimat a ¢am¢ of spacoc_ loss as componmt faiku¢, ¢vca at_ routine _ _
adopted to prot_ spacccr_ The _ dcfancdia these volumes provide limits ca debris gcacamica
that wiilhalt the growth of the debris mvirommt and insure that debris does not become aa incrmsin_
signifimm cost factor for fatar¢ space opcratiom.
V. Orbital Debris _Va/ida_g the Models
u_ rcom_ oa_rch_v¢ _m_bas_t amsmam_ oo_ be made o_y_ obits hr_r thaa
10 _ with the prima_ _ fro"this data being tl_ _zHitc catalog maintaiz_ by
USSPACECOMMAND. _, the roughly 6,000 objects which are located in LEO and listedinthe
catalog accouat for oaly a smallfraction ofth¢ debris which ccacems spaccc_ _. However, ¢vm
fvr thi_ small fxactice, cady five pcrce_ of the objvcts in th¢ catalog ar¢ operating _ Ovcz half of
the objvcts are brtakap fragmmts from oa-orbit ¢_losio_ which mak_ elimination of explosions the
most _v¢ nearqvtm naghggl for _ the debris mvironmm_ About 40 _ ofthc objvcts in
tl_ catalog arc spacecr_ aad upper smg_ that haw beea left ia orbit at the md of_ __ _.
Thes¢ objvcts, and otimrs lilm them if futar¢ pmcfic¢ dovs not forbid it, are th¢ grcaz_ _ for long-
term control ofth¢ debris mvirmaamt since _¢y can be mmcd into millicm of fragmmts hrgvr than 1 mm
iftlgy oollidc with ott_ lar_ smamm_. _ to th¢ _ is the pomatial of mauy ofthme
objvcts t_ haw long orbit lifetimes. Spacccm_ and uplxa- stages arc being _ at a rate greater tha.u
atmospla:ric drag is abk: to ranovc tla:m. As a n:sult tha'¢ is a _mtinuing growth in the mass and target
arm of_ material in orbit and an _ potmtialfDr the _ of debris that williah_
fatar¢ space opcr_oas.
For the gecsyn&rmca_ Earth orbit (GEO) region, approx_azely 35,800 km altitude, the same issues are
presem Mm.aaemem in this region is mn_ more _ however, and the man-made debris
envircammt is not as well daaractemed. It is thought that this environmmt is signifi_tly less severe than
LEO. C,ollisicm velocities in GEO are more _y 0.5 km/s rather than _ 10 km/s in LEO.
_, a similar threat is posed by a collision with 1 em debris in GEO as is posed by a coni_oa
with 1 mm debris inLEO. Breaknps have oocun_in GEO, but whether or not they ocourred with a
frequm_ maparable to tha m LEO is _-reaey be_ _
The t_gion between LEO and GEO c_tains mainly upp_ sIag_ atai &_bris objects in_
transfer orbit (GTO) or spacecraft in high-inclimti_ high-ecceatric_ mission orbits such as the Soviet
OOmmamlo'_titm $f_..llig_. HOW0V_, the_ _ _ programs using near_ orbits with 12-hour
periods and there are no mcasurmam_ ir_41_,tin_ brealmps of obje_ in this orbit _this
range.
VI. Pla¢iag Other_ a_ Risk
The growth in the amount of debris in space and the rapidly increasing hazard it poses demand that users of
space exercise reslxm_oility in both the design and operational phases of space missions. To decrease
risks m others, space users must avoid the following risk-creating events:
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• _lo_o_orbSL F_losiomFod._alar_mnb=ofdcbr=__ablcof_..q_s/.8_
ev=_ fxil.rc of__ _ as w=Uas a s1_nlater _ ofsma1_ debrisfr_nz=ts
capabk of degrading the _ of a spacecr_ The velocities hnpaxt_ to the debris m break, p
may crca_ a s_fica_ risk W _ _ _ of_ above or below dw breakup
al_m_ and =zLy pla_ dd_-.s ;,, orb_ w_ ray long _.
• Damag_g co//man_r wlzh debm _v'lng m_,_on oper_on:. This most h_dy w_l occur with a mall
pieae of debris, ieadin8 to loss of emtml ofthe spacecr_ However, it could be a mllisim with a lar_
piece ofdeb_ leading to _usuephic breaknp. This is pfanan3y a problem fo;"progza_ havin8 large
spa=,r_ with t,.8 n_sto, ,yes.
• Failuretoremove a som:_refrom a highvalueregionofsptweattheendofusefullife.Faihweto
remove frcm otbit_ objects,eachofwhich becmnm a pot=_ sour_ ofsmalIdebtisthat
co.tdaffcctfm_ space_ inthat_ isth=opetafn_ptocedminmoa casestoday.
• I.,e.avingoperafionalde.br_rintheenvironment. Suchdebzisfrasmem, whgesmallinmunber, aze
genezally larger than I cm and represmt a zisk ofsingle-ev_ f_ure to operating _
objects will remain in orbit for nn_ to yean ifle_ at low altit,de, for teas to hnndreds ofyem if
at alfitedes typical for Suhwachrcaoes ,.i..;,-,.. and for a _ unlimited period of_n=e if
zeleased above this altiwde.
•/mpac_ngO:eF.a_.ntrface. This dan_occenwhen_or_ucua_ fi'omaspa,::ecr_x
.pper staSe servive _ reeet,y.
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